Introduction
Activity
When you hear the term Shaytān, or Devil, what are the top three things that come to your
mind?
What role do you think Shaytān plays in your life?
By the end of the seminar, you will be able to see the progression of your knowledge of Shaytān
and what role you think he plays in your life.

Resume of Shaytān
Assume Iblīs had sent you his resume. If Iblīs were to have a resume, it would read as follows:
First Name: Iblīs
 Literally meaning despair; someone who has lost all hope in the mercy of Allah

Last Name: Ar-Rajīm
 Literally meaning accursed; someone who has been cursed and casted out
Professional Goal: To destroy and condemn every single human being to the Hellfire,
and I have made it my personal goal to never leave any single human being until they
have reached the Hellfire (Shaytān’s existence revolves around this goal!)
Qualifications: Thousands upon thousands of years of experience.
(Shaytān has been doing this since the creation of Adam and is the most qualified to
complete this job.)
Accomplishments: Trillions upon trillions of people have been sent to the Hellfire.
Every single person is at war with Shaytān. Some people think that they are preparing or going
to war, rather we are currently AT war. Some of us are at realization that we are at war with
Iblīs, while some of us aren’t. You don’t just spend hours, or days, or months or even years
preparing for war; you need to make it a lifetime effort. In this war, Shaytān is more determined
than any of us can imagine.
In the Quran, Allah

tells us that Iblīs when speaking to Him and the angels said,

[Shaytān] said, “Because You have put me in error, I will surely sit in wait for them on Your
straight path…” Surat’l A’raf (7:16)

Why does Iblīs blame Allah

? Reason being, Iblīs himself does not want to take responsibility

for his actions, he wants to blame Allah
for this error although he was at fault. Iblīs clearly
and bluntly says that he will be constantly waiting for us to slip up so that he may stray us from
the path of Allah
. We may have spent the last few years of our lives keeping ourselves safe
from Iblīs, but he will continue to wait until the very last breath we take. This shows that
Shaytān will not just try once or twice, or a few times to misguide us; if he can’t get us the first
time, he will try over again and again.
Then I will come to them from before them and from behind them and on their right and on
their left, and You will not find most of them grateful [to You]." Surat’l A’raf (7:17)
When someone is attacked by a swarm of bees, a person may initially think it is one or two bees,
but when the swarm comes, it feels like wherever they turn and whatever they do, they cannot
do anything to break free from the swarm. This is the type of attack Shaytān makes. Scholars
say that it is as if Iblīs will swarm the people.
Allah

has clarified and established for us Iblīs as our enemy. Allah

says in the Quran,

“Indeed, Satan is an enemy to you; so take him as an enemy. He only invites his party to be
among the companions of the Blaze.”
In this verse, Allah
says “innama” which implies it is the only goal of Shaytān, and his
existence revolves around this one purpose, to take people to become his allies and party so
that they may end up in the Hellfire.
Think about the people in your life who you may consider your enemy. All of them lead back to
a single source, Iblīs. One of the things Shaytān does is that he makes you focus on individuals.
For example, someone may be mean to you, or treat you in a bad way, or harm you, or take
away your right, Shaytān will make you focus on that individual because he wants to make you
forget that this person and their animosity goes back to him.
In the Quran, Allah
says,“So they will be overturned into Hellfire, they and the deviators and
the soldiers of Iblīs, all together.”Surat Ash-Shu’ara (26: 94-95)
We know Shaytān will attack us, but he is not alone. Shaytān indeed has an army and the army
of Iblīs will most certainly be the dwellers of the Hellfire. We also learn from the hadīth of the
Prophet in which he told us about the throne of Iblīs. Iblīs places his throne above the water and
sends his delegations to misguide mankind.
In the hadīth, the Prophet

said,

“Iblīs places his throne upon water; he then sends detachments (for creating dissension); those
who are nearer to him in rank are the ones who are most notorious in creating dissension. One of
them comes and says, ‘I did such-and-such.’ And [Iblīs] he says, ‘You have done nothing.’ Then
one amongst them comes and says, ‘I did not leave so-and-so until I caused dissension between
him and his wife. Iblīs then comes close to him and says ‘Yes, you [have done well]!’” Al-A‘mash
added, “He then embraces him.”
The shayatīn stick to us and don’t let us go. They stick to us like flies. A fly can continually follow,
and distract us immensely. They can be very persistent. Could you imagine something that has a
conscious and a Creed against you? This is the analogy of the Shayatīn. They literally stick to us
like flies and do everything possible to stray us away from Allah
The Prophet

.

told us what happens at the end of this war with Shaytān. There is a hadīth

narrated in Sahih Muslim and Sahih Bukhari in which the Prophet
told us that out of every
one hundred people Allah created, ninety-nine will end up in the Hellfire. (Sahih Bukhari 8: 76:
536) Also, there is another narration of the Prophet
in which he said, out of every thousand
people, nine hundred and ninety-nine will end up in the Hellfire. (Sahih Bukhari 6:60:265)
Iblīs is so determined and so sure in his da’wah that he will succeed that he swears by Allah’s
honor that he will mislead all of humanity except those who are sincere in their religion.
[Iblīs] said, "By your might, I will surely mislead them all except, among them, Your chosen
servants." Surat’l Saad (38-82-83)
Iblīs has an army and he is their leader. He has assigned to each person a personal Shaytān, a
personal devil. When Aisha heard this she was surprised and asked the Prophet

, “Even you,

O Messenger of Allah
, have a devil as well?” He
said, “Yes, even me. I have a personal
devil as well except that Allah gave me power over my personal Shaytān and he became
Muslim.” In another narration, “I was protected from my personal Shaytān.” [reference]
From another narration, we know that the devil runs through our body just as the blood flows
through our veins:
The Prophet

was making I’tikaf in the masjid, and the Prophet

was visited by his wife,

Safiyyah. He was walking his wife home, and they came across two men. The Prophet
out to them, “Most certainly, she is Safiyyah, your mother.” They said, “SubhanAllah, ya

calls

RasulAllah!” Meaning: we would never think anything evil of you. The Prophet
said, “Most
certainly a Shaytān flows in your body just like blood flows in the veins. It is possible that
Shaytān would come to you and whisper something.” The Prophet
is saying they may not
have a bad intention, but Shaytān could come and whisper something to them. (Sahīh Muslim)

We may start something with a good intention, but Shaytān may come to us and whisper. For
instance, when we hear a rumor about an individual, even a righteous individual, Shaytān
whispers to us. We are to think the best of our brothers and sisters, but when we are told of
something someone has done, no matter how much respect we have for that person, there is
something that crosses in the back of our mind, “Most likely he/she didn’t do this, but you
never know” or “If he/she is so righteous, then why does this rumor exist?” This is why rumors
are very dangerous; it is the whispering of Shaytān.
In Ramadan, we know that the shayatin are chained up. Ibn Hajar said, “Even though the devils
are chained up, there are two amongst the shayatin who are not chained up. Iblīs is not chained
up and your qarīn (personal Shaytān).” The Qarīn knows you better than any other devil
because he is always with you; your Qarīn even knows you better than your own mother or
spouse because your Qarīn has spent and will spend more time with you than anyone else. This
Qarīn knows what specific traps you will fall into. Your Qarīn knows your weaknesses and what
is most beloved to you and where you will fall short. This is how we know that Shaytān, his
methods of deception are specific methods tailored specifically for each individual. This is why it
is so important to identify and understand Shaytān’s personal attack plan against you, and the
role he plays in your life.

Shayṭān’s Sermon to the People of Hellfire

And Shayṭān will say when the matter has been concluded, "Indeed, Allāh had promised you the
promise of truth. And I promised you, but I betrayed you. But I had no authority over you except
that I invited you, and you responded to me. So do not blame me, but blame yourselves. I cannot
be called to your aid, nor can you be called to my aid. Indeed, I deny your association of me [with
Allāh] before. Indeed, for the wrongdoers is a painful punishment."
Sūrah Ibrāhīm [14: 22]
One of the chapters in this seminar is called “The Psychology of Shaytān”. In this chapter, we
will discuss the goals of Shaytān in terms of his main goal and his immediate goals when it
comes to how he goes about misleading us. We are going to be talking about Shaytān’s
motivations, meaning: why does Shaytān care if we go to heaven or hell? Why is he such a big
enemy? Lastly, in this chapter we will analyze the speech of Shaytān and look at some of the

areas in the Qur’an where Allah
the psychology of Shaytān.

tells us of the speech of Shaytān. We will try to understand

One example of this is what the scholars of the past would call “The Sermon of Iblīs for the
People of Hellfire.” This is one ayāh, but it encompasses the sermon or khuṭbah Iblīs will give to
the people being sent to the Hellfire on the day of judgment.

“And when the matter has been decided…”
Imagine that the Day of Judgment has come, and the Judgment has been made. Allah
has
judged between the people, there are people headed to Paradise and have been given the news
of Paradise. On the other hand, there are people who are headed to the Hellfire and have been
given the news of the Hellfire.
This means there is no going back and there is no changing of what is going to happen. You are
now sitting there and you know for a fact that you are going to the Hellfire and there is nothing
that can be done to change your situation. Everything has been done and decided. This is an
instance where the people will say, “O Allah
, send me back that perhaps I may do
something out of piety!” They say this because they know they are deserving of the Hellfire.
They do not ask for forgiveness, but ask to go back because they know in the state they’re in,
there is absolutely no way they can enter Jannah. Allah
told us that even if these people
were sent back, they would go and do the same thing, “they would do as they did before, they
are lying.”
This is a moment where everything has been decided. There is no turning back, no escape, the
people of Jannah and Naar have been decided. The people of Hellfire have been lined up like
people line up for Jummah. There are people sitting in rows and they have all been given the
news of Hellfire. They don’t know what will happen next. All of a sudden, Iblīs is brought in
front of them to give a final statement to the people of Hellfire.
Iblīs then speaks and he doesn’t start by praising Allah
statement. He says,

. He starts off with a very bold

“Most certainly Allah promised you a truthful
promise…”
He is saying the promise Allah

made to them is true. What is the promise of Allah

?

Allah
promised us that if we obey Him and fulfill the commandments and stay away from
the prohibitions, then we will be saved on the Day of Judgment. On the Day of Judgment, we
will be sent to Paradise and not to the Hellfire. The promise of Allah

is that if we follow the

Prophet, we will be with him on the Day of Judgment. The promise of Allah

is that true

happiness lies in obedience to Allah
. True happiness lies in the submission to Allah
.
Iblīs turns to the people and says, “Most certainly Allah promised you a truthful promise.” For
the very first time ever, Iblīs is speaking the truth! Throughout your whole life, Iblīs has been
lying to you and deceiving you. He has been whispering to you and telling you that happiness
lies in the dunya and in disobeying Allah
. For the first time in your life Iblīs is speaking the
truth. This shows us that Iblīs all along knew the truth. He knew that what he was calling to you
was wrong. He knew truth and falsehood, and he called you towards falsehood.

“…and I made you promises but I betrayed my
promise to you…”
Iblīs is making a mockery of the people. The people sitting there listening to this will feel like
Iblīs is sticking a knife in their sides. On the Day of Judgement the matter has been decided and
Iblīs twists the knife. It wasn’t enough for him that they are going to the Hellfire, but he wants
to tell us that all along the promises he was making were false.
This is why Allah
tells us that Iblīs will make promises to them and try to arouse in them in
their desires that most certainly the promises Shaytān makes is nothing but delusions.
We want that on that Day we are not hearing this for the first time. We already know that Allah
told us the promises of Shaytān were nothing but deceit and deception for us. For some
people, as they sit there, this is the first time they will hear this and it will be the first time they
have Shaytān admit to them and say that he promised that the true life was the life of this
dunya. He told us that the only thing that matters is that we enjoy our life and have fun.
Shaytān promises people and says there is no such thing as a hereafter and there is no
reckoning. This is the promise that the Shaytān and his helpers have made.

“…I had no authority…”
He has again twisting the knife. He is telling people that they obeyed him and followed him but
he had no authority over them. He just suggested things and they followed it. He never forced
them obey him or to disobey Allah.
Shaytān is saying, “How stupid were you to listen to me?” Not only did he not force us, but if
you really look at the promises of Shaytān, they were void of any substance. For example, those
who denied the existence of God. Shaytān may come to a person and say, “There is no God.
Have you seen Him? Where is He?” This is void of any substance. If you were to really think
about it and ponder the existence of Allah
God and a Creator.

, you would come to the conclusion that there is a

“…I had no authority over you and didn’t force
you to do anything. The only thing that I did is
called / invited you, and you answered my call.”
He spoke out and we listened. Once again, he is saying, “How foolish are you? I didn’t make
you disobey Allah
but just called you.” In Arabic, the word here is “fa” which means that
something happens immediately. The people going to the Hellfire didn’t even wait to answer
the call. As soon as they heard the da’wah of Shaytān, because it was enticing and agreed with
their desires and nafs, they didn’t think twice about it and didn’t sit and ponder over it. They
immediately answered the call of Iblīs.
Why did they answer the call? Because they forgot that this call that is coming is from the
enemy of Allah
or they never knew or understood that Shaytān is an enemy for us. They
forgot that any time the Shaytān comes to us or the allies of Shaytān or the army of Shaytān
from the man and jinn come to us, we should never pay attention to them because they only
have our destruction in mind. This is the only thing they want.

“…so don’t blame me. Blame yourself.”
How many people disobey Allah
and just blame Shaytān? They say, “Shaytān made me do
it,” or “these are the whisperings of Shaytān.” They justify their actions. Shaytān himself is
finally speaking the truth and says, “Don’t blame me! I had nothing to do with this. I just called
you. I didn’t force you to do it.” Shaytān brings the truth when there is no hope for us to turn
back. He says, “You only have yourselves to blame for falling into my traps.” Shaytān works in
footsteps. Scholars say that when you hear that Shaytān has footsteps, then it shows us that he
has more than one method of deception. He works in ways that are particular to each
individual.
When Imam Ibn al-Qayyim talks about Iblīs, he talks about Iblīs as someone who needs to be
fully understood. He says, “Never underestimate Iblīs.” He talks about him as someone you
would psychoanalyze and think about how he is going to deceive you.

…I am not able to help you, and nor are you able
to help me.”
On this Day when people need help more than any other day, Iblīs says, “I know you took me as
an ally and as your supporter, but the truth is I cannot help you. I made promises to you, but
betrayed my promises. I am not your helper.”
The word musrikh is a helper or someone who helps and comes from the verb sarakha, which
means to scream. These people are not just saying, “help me!” but they are screaming for help!
They are pointing at Iblīs and screaming for help.

Scholars say that Iblīs is affirming that no one can be helped in this moment and the matter has
been decided. Iblīs says, “Nor can you help me.” The father of evil and the one who laid out all
these traps cannot be helped either.
Iblīs’s name means “loss of hope.” Iblīs really wants us to learn in this sermon that there is no
hope once the matter has been decided. There is no helper. Iblīs is mocking the people, making
them miserable by reminding them of their wrongdoing, he is twisting the knife.
Why do the people call to Iblīs for help knowing that he cannot help them? Reason being, when
a person is truly desperate, they will turn to those they know cannot help them because they
are in a stupor. They grab for anything, so they even turn to Iblīs who has no help to give
because of desperation.

“Most certainly, I deny the association you made
between me and Allah.”
Not only does he say that he cannot help them and he is not to blame, but he is also backing off.
This is a character trait of Iblīs. He always makes promises and breaks them. When the matter
becomes serious, he steps back and says there is nothing he can do. The association that the
people had made was that they obeyed Iblīs and disobeyed Allah Allah
Allah

. Instead of obeying

, they obeyed Iblīs.

“I disbelieve in this / I don’t accept this.”
This whole khuṭbah is about twisting the knife. After the people have been given the news, they
feel worse and worse. The scholars say this is part of the punishment of the people of Hellfire
that Allah

sends Iblīs and lets him deliver this khuṭbah to them.

Iblīs is saying here that the people were foolish enough to believe that he should be obeyed,
which he doesn’t even believe. He doesn’t believe he should be made a partner with Allah
.
He is showing how foolish people were. Scholars say there is not a single person who will go to
the Hellfire who will say, “O Allah, You have wronged me. I don’t deserve to go to the Hellfire.”
Allah
does not make anyone go to the Hellfire. Allah
gives us every opportunity to save
ourselves from the Hellfire. The people on that Day will not feel that they are oppressed. Their
only excuse is that they will ask Allah
to send them back because they know in the current
state they are in that they deserve to go to the Hellfire.
This shows the people that it is themselves and their own deeds that led them to the Hellfire.

“Indeed, for the wrongdoers is a painful
punishment.”
People know they are headed to the Hellfire. Why is Shaytān reminding them? The entire
khuṭbah is about making the people feel more and more miserable. This shows us that all along
Iblīs had the correct knowledge and understood that the dhaalimeen end up in the Hellfire.
The dhulm (oppression) that Iblīs is speaking about here is shirk. Scholars often mention that
the dhulm that is happening here (i.e. disobeying Allah
, disbelieving in Allah

, worshipping other than Allah

, associating partners with Allah
) is the dhulm upon their own

selves. Iblīs tells the people that they have oppressed themselves by disobeying Allah
, he
reminds them that they have harmed themselves; thus, a painful punishment awaits them.
Iblīs was involved in kufur billah, which is disbelieving in Allah
. Iblīs is from the dhaalimeen,
but why does he say “lahum (for them)” and exclude himself? Why does Iblīs address the
people as if the punishment is for them only and not himself? Iblīs is in such a habit of lying to
the people and disassociating himself from the tricks that he is doing and is so compulsive that
he cannot help himself. Up until the last moment, Iblīs is delusional!
Iblīs knew better than anyone else that Allah

is the Lord and Creator and that He Allah

exists, but he still disobeyed Allah
. His sin reached such a high level and he became so
arrogant that his arrogance overtook the knowledge he has.
An analogy: A child knows that he will be punished by his father if he does something wrong
(i.e. drawing on the wall with a crayon). The child may become so arrogant and say he doesn’t
care if he will be punished. He becomes delusional. Even until the last moment, Iblīs is
delusional.
This is all one ayāh. It shows how concise the khuṭbah of Iblīs will be. This shows us how smart
Iblīs is. When doing tafsir of this ayāh, some scholars say that Iblīs was a faqih and had
knowledge. This is how effective the khuṭbah is. He chooses his words very carefully and
chooses the most painful words. We make du’a to Allah
that it is only in this life that we
hear this khuṭbah and that we are never sitting on the Day of Judgment listening to this
khuṭbah. Some scholars say that the irony of this situation and people attentively listening to it
is that most of them likely never attended a single Jumu’ah khuṭbah.

Chapter 1 | An
Introduction to Shaytan
Etymology
What is the origin of the term ‘shayṭān’?
Terms used interchangeably:
Shaytān = The Shaytān = The devil = Iblīs
In Arabic, shayṭān (pl. shayāṭīn) comes from the root words:
shāṭa = to burn or to be burned.
shaṭṭa = to deviate, stray away from something.
shaṭana = to get far away from something.
Shatana is the main root word. Shaytān is far away, or distant from 1) the Mercy of Allah
and 2) any type of goodness.
Shaytān is a general term for a being that is arrogant and rebellious and therefore became far
away from the Mercy of Allah

and far away from any type of goodness.

What is the most frequently used name for shayṭān in the Qur’ān and Sunnah?
a. “Ash-shayṭān” = “The Shaytān” refers to Iblīs; the being who refused to prostrate to
Adam

and disobeyed Allah

and was kicked out of Paradise.

b. “Shayṭān” = “A Shaytān” refers to the devils but not The Shaytān; followers of Shaytān;
anyone who is arrogant or rebellious from mankind or jinn who follow The Shaytān.
c. “Shayāṭīn" = plural of the word Shaytān.
Did you know? Some form of the word “shayṭān” can be found in all three of the Abrahamic
faiths.

Other Names for the Shayṭān
1) Iblīs
This is the most common and well-known name used for ash-Shaytān in the Qur’an.
Linguistically comes from the word iblās (n) which means to “loss of hope’ and ablasa (v) which
means“ to lose hope.” There is no hope for them to go back and change the deeds that they
have done.

“And the Day the Hour appears the criminals will be in despair.”
Sūrat’l- ūm [
]

Technically, Iblīs is the one who has no chance of receiving the mercy of Allāh

.

And [mention] when e said to the angels, “ rostrate before dam” so they prostrated, e cept
for Iblīs. He refused and was arrogant and became of the disbelievers.
Sūrat’l-Baqarah [2:34]
The term “Iblīs” is mentioned in the Qur’an 11 times, especially when Allah
is talking about
the disobedience of the Shaytān or the story of the Shaytān. Some scholars said the name Iblīs
was only given to him after he disobeyed Allah
the Mercy of Allah

because at that point he had lost all hope in

.

What was the name of Iblīs before he disobeyed Allah
? ‘Azāzīl’. What does ‘Azāzīl’ mean?
Nothing, some Arabic words do not have a meaning, nor a root word. Scholars have differed
over whether this is really the name of Iblīs before he disobeyed Allah

. This is narrated by

Ibn Abbas, but the chain doesn’t go all the way to the Prophet
. Imam al-Bayhaqi and others
narrated it as well. Because the chain doesn’t go all the way to the Prophet and stops at Ibn

Abbas, some scholars said we don’t know for sure with certainty if this was his name prior to
Iblīs.
Iblīs refers to al-Shaytān’l-akbar (the big Shaytān). There is no Iblīs from mankind.

2) Al-Ṭāghūt
This term has been used to describe Iblīs or Ash-Shaytān and is usually used in context where
Allah
or the Prophet
is talking about the helpers of Iblīs. They are referred to as the
helpers of Al-Taghut. In addition, this term is also used to describe anyone who puts, or equates
himself or herself to the status of Allah

.

Allāh is the ally of those who believe. He brings them out from dar nesses into the light. And
those who disbelieve - their allies are ṭāghūt. hey ta e them out of the light into dar nesses.
Those are the companions of the Fire; they will abide eternally therein.
Sūrat’l-Baqarah [2:257]

Those who believe fight in the cause of Allah , and those who disbelieve fight in the cause of
Taghut. So fight against the allies of Satan. Indeed, the plot of Satan has ever been weak. Surat’l
Nisa [4:76]
This is where we learn that the term ṭāghūt can be synonymous with the term Shaytān.
In this ayāh, we know that ṭāghūt is synonymous with Iblīs because Allah

says Ash-Shaytān.

3) Al-Waswās and Al-Khannās (whispers from the
retreating whisperers)

Say, “I see refuge in the Lord of man ind, he Sovereign of mankind. The God of mankind, From
the evil of the retreating whisperer. Who whispers [evil] into the breasts of mankind -From
among the jinn and man ind.”
Sūrat’l- ās [
-4]
Al-waswas literally means the one who whispers. The term al-khannas refers to someone who
retreats or hides away. Allah
describes Iblīs and the shayatin as those who whisper from
where you cannot see them. Usually they are hidden and we do not see them. The hidden
aspect is something characteristic of Iblīs and his helpers.

4) Ar-Rajīm
[AllāShaytān] said, “ hen get out of it, for indeed, you are e pelled.”
Sūrat’l- ijr [
]
This comes from the verb rajama, which means to throw or to stone. What does this have to do
with Iblīs? Iblīs was givn this name because he was thrown out of the heavens! There is a
difference in opinion among the scholars as to where Iblīs was thrown out, or expelled from.
This can refer to either Jannah, the heavans, or the gatherings of the angles.

The Origin and Creation of Shayṭān
Shayṭān is an actual being that exists, created by Allāh
. Iblīs was created by Allah
and is
an actual being who still exists and who is still alive today; it is in our aqeedah to believe in his
existence. He is not a metaphor. Some people say the devil is a metaphor for evil or our desires
and the angels are a metaphor for good, which is not correct.

Was he a fallen angel?
According to the Christian and Jewish traditions, Satan was a fallen angel. In Islam, we do not
consider Satan to be an angel. The reason why some people took this belief is:
1) Christian or Jewish traditions
Or
2) Surat’l Baqara (2:34)“And [mention] when We said to the angels, "Prostrate before
Adam"; so they prostrated, except for Iblīs. He refused and was arrogant and became of
the disbelievers.”(Surat’l Baqara; 2:34) Some people use this ayāh when Allah mentions
how the angels fell into prostration except for Iblīs; they say that the exception implies
that he was from them. However, the evidence to refute this belief is in Surat’l Kahf:

And [mention] when e said to the angels, “ rostrate to dam,” and they prostrated, e cept for
Iblīs. He was of the jinn.
Sūrat’l-Kahf [18:50]
Allah
clarifies that Iblīs was from amongst the jinn. From this, we learn that Iblīs was not an
angel, but a jinn. This is the opinion of the vast majority of scholars of ahl’l-sunnah wa’ljama’ah, and there is almost no difference of opinion on this issue.
Some people say we lose out on the benefit that even an angel can become bad. However, for
us, it has the opposite meaning; even a jinn can be raised up so high to the status of the angels.

How was Shayṭān created?
The Shaytān was created in the same way the other jinn were created, which is from fire.

He created man from clay like [that of] pottery. And He created the jinn from a smokeless flame
of fire.
Sūrat’l- a mān [
-15]

Question: If Shayṭān was created from fire, how
can he be punished with fire?
Just because Iblīs is created from fire, it does not mean he is actually fire. Just like we were
created from clay, it doesn’t mean we are physically clay right now, and we can be harmed by
clay.

When was Shayṭān created?
He, along with the rest of the jinn, were created before mankind.

And We did certainly create man out of clay from an altered black mud. And the jinn We created
before from scorching fire.
Sūrat’l- ijr [
-27]
Some mufassiroon say that the jinn all-together, especially Iblīs, were created thousands upon
thousands of years before mankind was created. We don’t know the exact amount of time, but
do know it was a long time before the creation of mankind.
Just like mankind, Allāh

created the Shayṭān and the jinn for His worship.

And I did not create the jinn and mankind except to worship Me.
Sūrat’l-Dhāriyāt [
]
Some scholars say that this ayāh is another proof to show that jinn were created before
mankind because jinn are mentioned before mankind.

Relationship between Shayṭān and the jinn
Some scholars say the jinn are in a world of their own which is separate from mankind. Some
say that the angels and jinn have a similarity in that both are spirits. This is the opinion of many
scholars, but there is no proof for it. Therefore, we can say it is possible they are spirits and
have no physical form.
In Arabic, al-jinn comes from the root word janna which means to cover and to conceal.
The default is that we do not see the jinn.
The Arabic term for fetus is janeen which comes from the same root word because the fetus is
hidden and cannot be seen. Also, jannah which means a garden. Scholars say it is called jannah
because a garden is hidden from the sight of people by trees. In addition, someone who is
majnoon, which is insanity; their sanity has been concealed. Thus, they are called jinn because
they are obscured from human sight; the ‘asl is that we are not able to see the jinn.


There are three types of jinn:

“ here are three types of jinn one that have wings and fly through the air, one that are snakes
and dogs, and one which stay in places and travel about.” [al-Ṭabarāni, al-Ḥākim, al-Bayhaqi,
classified as authentic by al-Albāni]
Scholars say these are three of the major forms which are mentioned, but the Prophet
not restricting it to these three forms.
1) The Winged: They fly in the air.
2) The Animal: They take the form of snakes and dogs.
3) The Traveler: They travel on the earth.

is

Question: Was Shayṭān the first (or father) of the
jinn?
Some people may say that just as Adam
is the father of mankind, Iblīs is the father of the
jinn (was the first to be created and all of the jinn who followed after are his progeny). The
majority of the scholars held the opinion that Iblīs was indeed the father of the jinn, including
Ibn Taymiyyah and Ibn al-Qayyim and Imam al-Hasan al-Basri and Mujahid. We do know that
Iblīs does have progeny. Allah
tells us in the Qur’an, “Will you take him and his progeny as
awliya other than Allah?” From this ayāh, we know that Iblīs has progeny. Surat’l-Kahf (18:50)
This verse shows that he had children. However, we don't really have any proof that tells us Iblīs
was father of the jinn. We only know he has a descendants. This is an accepted belief among
many of the scholars.
How did Iblīs have children? Allahu A’lam. We do not know. Imam al-Sha‘bi was asked about
this: “If Adam
was the father of mankind and Hawa the mother of mankind and Iblīs is the
father of the jinn, then who is the mother of the jinn?” He said, “That is a wedding which I never
attended.” Scholars say that even though people enjoy thinking about things like this, there is
no benefit for us to delve into these matters. If Allah
kept some knowledge from us and it
was not narrated to us, then there is benefit in that knowledge.

Chapter 2 | “Most Certainly
the Shaytan is an Enemy for
You!”
In this seminar, we will discuss how Shaytān came to become our enemy. The idea of Shaytān
being our enemy is rooted in an incident that goes back to the creation of mankind. The jinn
were created from fire and before mankind. Some scholars said they were created thousands
and thousands of years before mankind. Some scholars said the jinn inhabited the earth before
mankind. Some scholars even discuss whether there were other creations before mankind.
It is possible they inhabited the earth before mankind and it is possible that there were other
creations before the creation of mankind. Because the jinn inhabited the earth, the angels got
to see how the jinn were. They caused a lot of havoc and bloodshed on earth, which is why
when Allah
created Adam
, the angels said, “O Allah, are you going to place upon it
[the earth] those who will cause corruption and shed blood?” The angels said this because they
already witnessed the creation of the jinn which had caused corruption on earth.
Many of these stories are found in Ibn Kathir’s Bidayāh wa’l-Nihayāh. Some narrations we
accept if they don’t go against something we already know. For other things, we say that it is
possible but we don’t know.
Some scholars mentioned that the jinn caused so much corruption that they were forced to the
corners of the earth (i.e. islands, and isolated places where mankind does not inhabit).

Where the Enmity Began…
Most of the jinn were disobedient to Allah
above the rest. He worshipped Allah

, but amongst them, there was one who was

with sincerity and didn’t cause any corruption and was

so high in rank above all the other jinn that Allah

raised him up to the heavens to the

gathering of the angels. The angels were created to worship Allah
will. This one jinn chose to worship Allah
to disobey Allah

but were not given free

and went against the norm of the jinn which was

. This jinn was Iblīs. Scholars say that he was such a big exception that

Allah
raised him to the rank of the angels. Ibn Taymiyyah said, “Most certainly Iblīs was not
from the angels; however, from his behavior and obedience to Allah, he was from the angels.”
When it came to obeying Allah

and his worship, he was like the angels.

For the longest time, for thousands upon thousands of years, it was just the jinn. And for
thousands of years Iblīs was in the company of the angels. There is no one better than Iblīs. Even
the angels aren’t as good as Iblīs because they didn’t have free will, they were created to obey
Allah

, but Iblīs chose to obey Allah

After thousands of years, Allah

.

creates a new creation, the body of Adam

. Allah

took clay from different parts of the earth and created the body of Adam
. After Allah
created the body of Adam
, Iblīs got to see it. He got to see the body and some narrations
mention that Iblīs would spend hours inspecting the body of Adam
; he had become
obsessed. Iblīs began to realize that this creation was very good, and he would say to Adam
before the soul was blown into him, “You have been created as something which is very
great.” He would praise Adam. Some narrations say he would go through the body of Adam
and see him from the inside and out.
Slowly, he became jealous of Adam
. This envy and jealousy took years upon years to grow
and fester. This shows us that sometimes the cause of hasad can be very small, but if we let it
linger, it can lead to a major sin. When someone has hasad towards someone else, they want
whatever that person has to be taken away from them and be given to them. This is the type of
jealousy that Iblīs had towards Adam
. He wanted Adam to be debased and destroyed. He
had this kind of hatred towards Adam
. He wanted any merit that Allah
was going to
give to Adam
to be taken away because he knew Adam
was better than him.
The jealousy festered until Allah

finally blew the soul into Adam

and told everyone in

the congregation to fall into sajdah. Allah
tells us in the Qur’an that He ordered the angels
to fall into sajdah and among them was Iblīs. This was the sajdah of respect and not worship.
Imam Ibn al-Qayyim said that the worship was to Allah
was to Adam
.

, but the respect that was being paid

And [mention] when e said to the angels, “ rostrate before dam” so they prostrated, e cept
for Iblīs. He refused and was arrogant and became of the disbelievers.
Sūrat’l-Baqarah [2:34]

“ hen AllāShaytān fashioned dam in aradise, He left him as He li ed him to leave. hen Iblīs
roamed round him to see what actually that was and when he found him hollow from within, he
recognized that he had been created with a disposition that he would not have control over
himself.”
[Muslim]

The Prostration of the Angels

So the angels prostrated - all of them entirely
Sūrat’l- ijr [
]

So when I have proportioned him and breathed into him of My [created] soul, then fall down to
him in prostration. So the angels prostrated - all of them entirely. Except Iblīs; he was arrogant
and became among the disbelievers.
Surat’l Saad (38:72-74)
All of the angels fell in sajdah all together. Imagine this: The angels are in a very high number –
they don’t die. Imagine this gathering where there is row after row of angels as far as the eye
can see. The angels in their true form are large. The Prophet said their wings cover the sky.
There are millions upon millions of angels. This is the gathering. All of these angels immediately
obey the command and fell into sajdah. Imagine that as far as the eyes can see all of the angels
go into sajdah, but one being remains standing.

This is the moment Iblīs became a Kafīr, a disbeliever, because of his arrogance. He became of
those who rejected the obedience to Allah

. This type of kufur that Iblīs was in was the

highest because he was in the presence of Allah

.

Shayṭān’s Refusal and Arrogance

[AllāShaytān] said, “ hat prevented you from prostrating when I commanded you ” [Shayṭān]
said, “I am better than him. You created me from fire and created him from clay.” [AllāShaytān]
said, “Descend from aradise, for it is not for you to be arrogant therein. So get out; indeed, you
are of the debased.”
Sūrat’l-A‘rāf [
-13]
The only reason Iblīs needs to fall into sajdah is simple because Allah

commanded him to.

Scholars say that whenever Allah
orders us to do something, people often ask why or how,
but with each type of questioning like this, we may be taking on the characteristic of Iblīs
because it was not enough for Iblīs that Allah

ordered him.

Excuses of Shayṭān

[AllāShaytān] said, “ hat prevented you from prostrating when I commanded you ” [Shayṭān]
said, “I am better than him. You created me from fire and created him from clay.”
Sūrat’l-A‘rāf [
]
Iblīs starts using his own reasoning and logic. Scholars mention that for thousands of years, Iblīs
was obedient to Allah

, but in this moment, he became disobedient. This shows us that a

person may be obedient, but when they are tested, then that is when their disobedience comes
up.
It is easy to be patient when times are good. What happens when Allah
you in a difficulty? Will you still be obedient to Allah

tests you and puts

? For thousands of years, Iblīs was in

obedience to Allah
, His best servant, but when the test came and Allah
ordered him to
make sajdah to a creation in which he viewed as less than him because of jealousy, it was the
first personalized major fitanh for Iblīs. The scholars say in this first tribulation Iblīs was put
through, he refused to fall into sajdah, and as a result he failed. This shows us that no matter
how a pious a person may be for a period of time, when calamity or fitnah befalls on them, their
true nature peeks through!
The scholars of ‘aqidah (creed) also mention that Iblīs was the first to give weight to ‘aql over
naql. He was the first to use his logic/reasoning (to disobey Allah

) over a commandment of

Allah
. All deviations in our history began when people started getting into philosophy and
disregarding the revelation and giving preference to their logic over commandments. Many
scholars say that Iblīs was/is the imam of ahl’l-bid‘ah (people of deviation).
Example:
Someone may perform a bid’ah (action not legislated in the Shari’ah in regards to worship). The
reasonings people often give are from logic, such sayings as, “What is wrong with what I’m
doing? It is a good action.” In example, a Qur’an khaani after someone dies where people say
they are sending the reward to the dead person. This is a practice never done by the Prophet
or the companions or the tabi’īn or the people who came after the tabi’īn and the
generations after them. This innovation came later. They use their reasoning to justify
something that never existed in the fold of Islam.

And [mention] when We said to the angels, "Prostrate before Adam"; so they prostrated, except
for Iblīs. He refused and was arrogant and became of the disbelievers.
Surat’l-Baqarah (2:34)
Three things are happening in this ayāh:
1) Iblīs blatantly refused to prostrate
2) He became arrogant (Scholars say his arrogance which was deep-rooted finally came to
light)

3) Iblīs became from the disbelievers. This shows us that someone who blatantly refuses a
commandment of Allah

can fall into disbelief. For instance, a person who is lazy

about praying is different from someone who denies a commandment of Allah
and
says he doesn’t have to pray. The second person can fall into kufur; this is the type Iblīs
fell into and he was the worst of these people.

[AllāShaytān] said, “ Iblīs, what is [the matter] with you that you are not with those who
prostrate ” He said, “ ever would I prostrate to a human whom You created out of clay from an
altered blac mud.”
Sūrat’l- ijr [
-33]

[AllāShaytān] said, “O Iblīs, what prevented you from prostrating to that which I created with
My hands? Were you arrogant [then], or were you [already] among the haughty?” He said, “I am
better than him. You created me from fire and created him from clay.”
Sūrah ād [38:75-76]
The above two ayats tell us that Allah

gave Iblīs a chance to turn back from his mistake.

Allah
gave an opportunity for Iblīs to correct himself, but because of his arrogance, he
reiterated his kufur. This was/is the highest form of kufur ever to be committed because not
only did Iblīs disobey Allah

, he disobeyed Him in His presence.

This incident is mentioned in 7 different places in the Qur’an: Surat’l-Baqarah, Al-Araf, Al-Hijr,
Al-Israa, Al-Kahf, Ta Ha, Saad. The emphasis shows us the importance of obeying Allah’s
commandments without questioning them because we may fall into disbelief without knowing.
May Allah protect us all!

Question: Is fire really better than clay?
Imam Ibn al-Qayyim in his book mentioned around 15-20 different reasons why clay is better
than fire. He said even Iblīs’s logic was wrong, and the assumption that Iblīs was better than
Adam was wrong. He also said there are many reasons why logically his reasons were not
correct. Fire is not better than clay. Below are reasons mentioned in Ibn al-Qayyim’s book, plus
points gathered in class by students.
Reasons Why Clay is Better than Fire:
1) Clay can be used to put out fire. Fire strengthens clay.
2) Allah
chose clay over fire to create mankind and the Prophet.
3) Clay lasts longer than fire; fire needs to be tended to. (Oxygen is needed to keep fire
going. Clay can remain on its own.)
4) Clay and water when mixed together makes mud and other helpful substances. When
water is mixed with fire, the fire is put out.
5) Clay is soothing to the skin; it is a cool element where fire burns.
6) Clay can be used to build, but fire destroys.
7) Clay can be used for tayammum and ritual purification, fire isn’t.
8) We make sujud upon the ground/earth. The Prophet
said, “The earth has been
made for me as a purifying agent and as a masjid (a place where you make sajdah).”
9) Clay can be formed to create shapes, but fire cannot.
10) Clay is stable, and fire is not.
11) On the day of resurrection, people will be raised from the earth, whereas, fire will be
used for punishment.
12) From the earth (clay), we get plants and trees and things used for our sustenance.
13) Clay can be handled; formed to hold things or make things, but fire only consumes or
destroys things.
14) Clay will be used to punish Shaytān.
15) Animals benefit from clay.
16) Clay has different textures.
17) Fire produces harmful fumes.
18) Fire is destructive and dominating while clay is cool and humble.
19) Clay has nutrients that are good for the body.
20) Allah
placed upon the earth the Ka’bah. The masjid of the Prophet is also on the
earth.
21) It is on earth that human beings are buried.
22) Allah
not fire.

ordered the angels to prostrate to Adam

who was created from clay,

23) Allah
says we created mankind from the best (clay). If fire were the best, then Iblīs
wouldn’t admire Adam and acknowledge he was the better than him (Iblīs).

Shayṭān divulges his plan
In Surat’l-Hijr, Allah

says, “Get out of it for you are expelled and upon you is the curse until

the Day of when all judgment will take place.” Allah

has expelled Iblīs out of the heavens.

As Iblīs became arrogant, he was no longer allowed in the heavens. Allah
kicked him out.
The Prophet said that a person with a mustard seed of arrogance will not enter Jannah. Until a
person is cleansed of arrogance, then they may enter Paradise; they will either be punished in
the grave or in the Hellfire to rid of their arrogance. Scholars differ in opinion as where Iblīs was
cast out of. Many scholars say Iblīs was kicked out of the heavens, which is where the gathering
of the angels was. Some say Iblīs was kicked out of Jannah where Adam
and Hawa began
their life and lived for a period of time. It seems that he was kicked out of the heavens and that
this is the stronger opinion.
The more arrogant we are, the farther away we are from Allah

. Iblīs was initially brought to

the gathering of the angels because he was pious and humble. Allah
specifically mentioned
the arrogance. This is what led some scholars to say that no one in Jannah will be arrogant.
When the arrogance is taken away from a person and a person is cleansed of it, then they will
be allowed into Paradise.
Upon being expelled, Iblīs then makes a request to Allah

and says,

He said,"My Lord, then reprieve me until the Day they are resurrected."
Surat’l Hijr (
)
Iblīs is asking Allah
Allah

for permission to live until the Day of Judgement, he is making du’a to

despite committing the ultimate kufur. Even after committing kufur, Iblīs felt

confident enough to ask Allah

; he made du’a. Never despair! Never think you aren’t worthy

of Allah’s
mercy! Make du’a! No matter how sinful we are, we are never and will never be
in a position worst than Iblīs; So, don't ever feel that your du’a will not be accepted! One of the
tricks of Shaytān is to cause a person despair and loss of hope. The irony is that Iblīs himself
made du’a even though he was the most sinful.
Iblīs says, “O my Lord…” He is acknowledging that Allah
is his Lord. One of the main goals of
Iblīs is to get mankind to commit shirk or kufur. However, as for himself, he still believes in Allah
. He recognizes and understands that Allah
answer his prayer.

is his Lord and because of that Allah may

Allah

says, “I will let you live…” When people lose hope in the Mercy of Allah

should always remember that Allah

, they

even answered the du’a of Iblīs. There is no reason why

we should feel that Allah

will not answer our du’a no matter how many sins we commit or

how far away from Allah

we get, we will never be as bad as Iblīs who stems all evil.

After this, one would think that Iblīs would thank Allah
that He allowed him to live and
answered his request. However, look at the amount of arrogance and the rebellious nature of
Iblīs. He doesn’t take responsibility for his actions, but rather he blames Allah
for not
prostrating to Adam
. He begins verbally attacking Adam and the progeny of Adam. He
starts to tell Allah

of his plan.

[Iblīs] said, “ y Lord, because You have put me in error, I will surely ma e [disobedience]
attractive to them on earth, and I will mislead them all.”
Sūrat’l- ijr [
]
Iblīs says he will wait on the straight path. He says, “I swear by the error you have put me in…”
Shaytān is so arrogant that he does not take responsibility. Iblīs says that Allah
put him in a
position he was not deserving of. This is why Shaytān’s punishment will be the most severe; not
only is he in Allah’s

sight, but he is saying Allah

has put him in this position of

disobedience; he was the BEST of creation, but then Allah
created a BETTER being. Scholars
of ‘aqidah mention that Iblīs had a problem in his ‘aqidah. He said, “O Allah, You have made me
fall into error.” Allah

does not put anyone into misguidance or deviation. When someone

STARTS their disbelief, Allah
sometimes just lets them carry on with it; Their own actions
and deeds lead them to disobedience.

[Shayṭān] said, “ ecause You have put me in error, I will surely sit in wait for them on Your
straight path. Then I will come to them from before them and from behind them and on their
right and on their left, and You will not find most of them grateful [to You].”

Sūrat’l-A‘rāf [

-17]

When a person is swarmed by bees, they are surrounded from every direction, and this is what
Iblīs is doing. Iblīs tells Allah that he will come from the front and behind and right and left. Why
doesn’t Iblīs mention the top or the bottom? These are directions which people are capable of
anticipating. He will come to them from where they will anticipate him. Shaytān is saying that
we will see him coming and he will still get us to disobey Allah
.
One reason: Some scholars said when we make du’a to Allah, especially sajdah, then these are
two directions by which the Shaytān cannot misguide us. “You will not find most of them
grateful [to you].” Even though we may see Iblīs coming or anticipate the attack, we won’t be
thankful to Allah

.

Ibn Abbas in his tafsīr of this ayāh says, “When Iblīs says he will come from the front, it means
he will cause them to doubt the Hereafter. From the back means Shaytān will make our
disobedience to Allah look beautiful and have hope in the dunya. Iblīs coming from the right
means he will cause people to have doubt about their religion. When Iblīs says he will come
from the left, it means he will help or encourage the person to indulge in sins.” The tafsīr of Ibn
Abbas goes back to the Prophet

. Ibn Abbas said he went over the entire Qur’an with the

Prophet
and if he didn’t know about an ayāh, he would ask about its revelation and
meaning. For this reason, when something is narrated by Ibn Abbas, we should take it very
seriously.
Why does Iblīs tell Allah

of his plan? Iblīs knows that when Allah

makes a promise, then

Allah
will not break His
promise. This is how sure he is in the truthfulness of Allah
Also, it is part of his arrogance that he lays out for mankind his plan and man still falls into it.
Why did Allah

.

allow Iblīs to say all of this? So, that we may be aware of Iblīs and his

deception. Allah
knows what Iblīs is planning to do, but allowed him to say this; It has been
sent to us in the Qur’an so that we take heed and are forewarned about the attacks of Shaytān.

We have been warned…

Indeed, Shayṭān is an enemy to you, so ta e him as an enemy. He only invites his party to be
among the companions of the Blaze.
Sūrah āṭir [
]

After all of this, Allah
creates Hawa from Adam
and tells them that they can live in
Jannah and eat from whatever they like except from one tree. In Surat’l-A’raf (7:19), "O Adam,
dwell, you and your wife, in Paradise and eat from wherever you will but do not approach this
tree, lest you be among the wrongdoers." In addition, Allah
warns Adam
in Surah Ta
Ha (20:117), "O Adam, indeed this is an enemy to you and to your wife. Then let him not
remove you from Paradise so you would suffer.”
Iblīs begins to implement his promise; he goes to Adam
and Hawa and whispers to them.
Scholars mentioned that this happened over a long period of time – we don’t know how long,
but it could even be thousands of years. Iblīs worked on Adam
and Hawa for many years.
He would come to them over and over again whispering. In Surah Ta Ha (20:120), ‘Then Satan
whispered to him; he said, "O Adam, shall I direct you to the tree of eternity and possession that
will not deteriorate?"’ One of the tricks of Shaytān is that he will glorify sins, make them look
good to us and give nice names to them, so that we may commit them.
Adam
and Hawa didn’t fall into this trap until Iblīs swore by Allah
, ‘And he swore [by
Allah] to them, "Indeed, I am to you from among the sincere advisors."’Surat’l-A’raf (7:21). It
was only then that Adam
and Hawa ate from the tree. Adam
and Hawa sought
forgiveness from Allah
succeeded; Allah

, but were no longer allowed to reside in Paradise. Iblīs had

expelled them from Paradise.

A person may ask, “If Iblīs was expelled from Paradise, then how was he able to whisper to
Adam
and Hawa?” The Scholars give four explanations for this:
1) We don’t know that he couldn’t come back in even though he was kicked out
2) It wasn’t al-Jannah he was kicked out of, but he was kicked out of the gathering of the
angels
3) He wasn’t physically there but was able to whisper.
4) Allah
didn’t allow Iblīs to reside in Paradise, but allowed him to enter Paradise as a
test for Adam
and Hawa.
*Iblīs misguiding Adam
traditions.

and Hawa using, or sending a snake is from the Christian and Judaic

Lessons from the story of Adam

and Hawa in the Qur’an:

“O children of Adam, let not Satan tempt you as he removed your parents from Paradise,
stripping them of their clothing to show them their private parts. Indeed, he sees you, he and his
tribe, from where you do not see them. Indeed, We have made the devils allies to those who do
not believe.”Surat’l A’raf (7:27)
“Shaytān is an enemy for us, so take him as an enemy.”Surah Faatir (35:6)

Our Sworn Enemy
Shayṭān is our enemy from the moment we are born until the day we die


From our birth…

Abu Hurayrah narrated that the Prophet
said, “When any human being is born, the Shayṭān
pokes them at both sides of their body with his two fingers, except Jesus, the son of Mary,
whom the Shayṭān tried to touch but failed, for he touched the placenta-cover instead.”
[al-Bukhāri]
‘Isa was an exception because of the du’a of the wife of al-‘Imran who said, But when she
delivered her, she said, "My Lord, I have delivered a female." And Allah was most knowing of
what she delivered, "And the male is not like the female. And I have named her Mary, and I seek
refuge for her in You and [for] her descendants from Satan, the expelled [from the mercy of
Allah]." Surah al-Imran (3:36)
Trivia: Was ʿĪsa
the only Prophet saved from this poking?
Imam Al-Nawawi said the exception applies not only to ‘Isa but all of the prophets.


…During our daily life…

Shaytān is ready to enter our body when we yawn: “The son of Abu Said al-Khudri reported on
the authority of his father that Allah's Messenger

said:

When one of you yawns, he should keep his mouth shut with the help of his hand, for it is the
devil that enters therein.”Sahih Muslim (2995a; 55:74)
A person should try to restrain the yawn with the hand as much as they can. It is Sunnah to
cover our mouth with our hand when we yawn so we protect from Shaytān entering our body
through our mouth. Ibn Hajar mentions that if the hand is not used, then use the arm.


Shaytān laughs at us: The Prophet
said, "Allah
likes sneezing and
dislikes yawning, so if someone sneezes and then praises Allah, then it is
obligatory on every Muslim who heard him, to say: May Allah
be merciful to
you (Yar-hamuka-l-lah). But as regards yawning, it is from Satan, so one must try
one's best to stop it, if one says 'Ha' when yawning, Satan will laugh at
him."Sahih Bukhari (8:73:242)



Shaytān urinates in our ear while we sleep: Narrated by ‘Abdullah ibn Mas’ood,
“It was mentioned before the Prophet

that there was a man who slept the

night till morning (after sunrise). The Prophet
said, "He is a man in whose
ears (or ear) Satan had urinated." Sahih Bukhari (4:54:492)
This applies to someone who doesn’t take any measures to wake up for fajr. Always make the
intention to wake for fajr!


Shaytān tries to eat with us: “Jabir reported, I heard Allah's Apostle
as saying: The
Satan is present with any one of you in everything he does; he is present even when he
eats food; so if any one of you drops a mouthful he should remove away anything filthy
on it and eat it and not leave for the devil; and when he finishes (food) he should lick his
fingers, for he does not know in what portion of his food the blessing lies.” Sahih Muslim
(2033d; 36:177)



Shaytān tries to entice us while we are alone with the opposite gender: “Ibn 'Umar
narrated, A man is not alone with a woman but the third of them is Ash-Shaytān.” Jami’
at-Tirmidhi (2165; 33:8)



Shaytān tries to ruin our prayer: “Narrated by Abu Huraira, Allah's Apostle
said,
‘When the Adhan is pronounced Satan takes to his heels and passes wind with noise
during his flight in order not to hear the Adhan. When the Adhan is completed he comes
back and again takes to his heels when the Iqama is pronounced and after its
completion he returns again till he whispers into the heart of the person (to divert his
attention from his prayer) and makes him remember things which he does not recall to
his mind before the prayer and that causes him to forget how much he has
prayed.’"Sahih Bukhari (1:11:582)

The Prophet
advised us that if we forget what you did in our prayer, then we should
perform two prostrations of forgetfulness after our prayer.
Narrated by 'Aisha, “I asked Allah's Apostle
about looking hither and thither in prayer. He
replied, "It is a way of stealing by which Satan takes away (a portion) from the prayer of a
person.’" Sahih Bukhari
A person may ask, how does the Shaytān do this? The default is that we cannot see the Shaytān,
nor what he is doing, nor feel anything he is doing. The things happening to us could be from
another realm/level; thus, the Prophet
informed us of these so that we don’t remain
ignorant. Also, the scholars say that when we hear these ahadīth, it should bring to mind a
feeling of disgust.
…Until our death
When Imam A mad b. Ḥanbal was dying, his sons were telling him to say the shahādah
(declaration of faith), but he kept saying, “no, no, no!” Afterwards, he regained his
consciousness and they asked him, “Why were you saying no?” He said, “When you were telling
me to say the shahādah, Shayṭān came to me and said, ‘You made it. You have beaten me, you
have won, you are successful, don’t worry.’ I was saying, ‘no! not until I die.’”
Even until the last moment of our existence, Shaytān will try and come to deceive us. The
playing ground for him is the last moments of a person’s life. It is very common for people on
their deathbed singing a song. The Prophet
said, “A person’s whose last words are ‘la ilaha
ilAllah,’ he will enter Paradise.” Shaytān will remind you of things you were used to. The
scholars say those who spend their life repeating the shahadah, it will be easy for them to say it
in their final moments.

The difference between the enmity of mankind
and the enmity of Shayṭān
When it comes to our enemies from mankind and enemies from Shaytān, the scholars say that if
you look in the Qur’an, you will find three places where Allah
clearly tells us the difference
in how we act to the enemies from mankind and the enemies of Shaytān.

a e what is given freely, enjoin what is good, and turn away from the ignorant. And if an evil
suggestion comes to you from Shayṭān, then see refuge in AllāShaytān. Indeed, He is Hearing
and Knowing.
Sūrat’l-A‘rāf [
-200]
Allah

is telling us how to behave with those people who do not behave well with us. Allah

says to show forgiveness and show what is good and turn away from those that are foolish
and ignorant. And, when the whisper from Shaytān comes, seek refuge in Allah

.

Repel, by [means of] what is best, [their] evil. We are most knowing of what they describe. And
say, “ y Lord, I see refuge in You from the incitements of the devils.”
Sūrat’l- u’minūn [
-97]
Allah
is saying that when evil comes to you from mankind (i.e. a bad person who shows
animosity), then repel it with that which is better. Be the better person, be patient and respond,
or act with that which is good. Then Allah
All in all, Allah

says to seek refuge in Him

from the devils.

is telling us how to respond to evil. If an evil is from mankind, then return it

with something good (i.e. kind words, or action), and seek refuge in Allah
whisperings of the shayatīn.

from the evil

And not equal are the good deed and the bad. Repel [evil] by that [deed] which is better, and
thereupon the one whom between you and him is enmity [will become] as though he was a
devoted friend. But none is granted it e cept those who are patient, and none is granted it
e cept one having a great portion [of good]. And if there comes to you from Shayṭān an evil
suggestion, then see refuge in Allāh. Indeed, He is the Hearing, the Knowing.
Sūrah u ilat [
4-36]

Evil and good are not equal, so, stay away from the evil. Allah
is saying that when someone
comes to you and has a bad approach towards you or shows animosity towards you, then repel
it with something that is better. When you do that, instead of this person becoming your enemy,
they may become your devoted friend. In the next ayāh, Allah
says no one is granted the
quality of being your close friend except those who are patient. The great portion that we will
be granted is not only happiness in the dunya, but also happiness in the akhirah.
All in all, with people, we are patient and respond with kind words, or actions. We do this in the
hope that this is da’wah for them and that they may become our friend. However, with Shaytān,
we never act this way. We are not patient with Iblīs because he will never change; his enmity
with us will last forever. We only seek refuge in Allah

from Iblīs.

Wisdom behind the creation of the Shayṭān:
People often ask, why would Allah
Here are some reasons.

create a being like Iblīs whose sole job is to destroy us?

1.
The effects of fighting against Shayṭān and his supporters’ leads to the
perfection of worship: As we struggle with Iblīs and his allies, we are perfecting our worship.
With any aspect of our worship like our love of Allah, reliance on Allah

, trust in Allah

, etc. We are able to perfect those acts of worship as we take Shaytān as an enemy. We
should rely and turn to Allah
closer to Allah

and not be afraid of Iblīs because it is a way of getting

– strengthens our tawakkul in Allah

.

2.
Due to the existence of Shayṭān, the slaves of Allāh
become fearful of
their sins: Iblīs committed a sin and will be punished in the Hellfire. We become fearful for
ourselves as well. We realize from the story of Iblīs that he went from the highest rank to
the lowest rank, the worst of creation. No matter how knowledgeable you are, you should
never feel that you are good to go. Imam Ahmad did not feel safe from falling into evil even
until his very last breath.
3.
Allāh
has made him a lesson for those who reflect: The more you think
about the story of Iblīs, you think and ponder and reflect on the Qur’an; there are lessons to
learn from for our daily lives.
4.

Allāh

has made Shayṭān a test and trial for His slaves: Allah

decreed

that He
will test mankind through Iblīs through the whisperings of Iblīs, and his
methods of deception.

5.
The creation of Shayṭān shows us the complete ability of Allāh
to create
opposites: Just as Iblīs was created, Jibrīl was created. A creation who is a pure being and
who never disobeys Allah

, whereas, Iblīs, the complete opposite.

6.
Opposites show the virtues of their opposites: Value is given to things when
you realize how good they are compared to their opposites. For example, someone who
lives in California and has 70 degree weather all year round may not be grateful for what
they have until they see the opposite.
7.

Trials are a means to the actualization of thankfulness: As Allah

we truly understand that we need to be thankful to Him

tests us,

. A person in a trial may

become more aware of Allah
and more thankful. If you want to meet someone who
understands the blessings of health, then meet someone who is/has been sick or has a
terminal illness.
8.

In the creation of Shayṭān rests many aspects of worship: Patience with the

decree of Allah
, reliance on Allah
creation of Shaytān.
9.

and trust in Allah

The creation of Shayṭān makes Allāh’s

come about from the

signs clear: Allah

sent the

prophets as the enemies of Iblīs and his followers. Through the prophets, Allah
sent
down many signs. The miracles of the prophets were to help us recognize truth from
falsehood.
10.
The creation of Shayṭān from fire is a sign in itself: A person Allah
has
created in a particular way may be capable of the opposite. For example, Allah may have
created someone who is obedient, but they are capable of changing to the opposite. Fire is
either harmful or a sustenance depending on how it is used. This shows us that people may
seem to be of a certain nature, but may be able to fall on either side of good and evil.
11.

The creation of Shayṭān makes apparent the meaning of many of Allāh’s

Names: Sometimes we need to be put through tests and trials to put our trust in Allah
and realize His
Names. Allah
is capable over all things. A person who is not going
through a trial may read it and say that’s great. On the other hand, someone may be going
through a serious trial and say “Allahu kulli shay’in qadeer,” “Allah
put their trust in Allah
12.

is All-Powerful” and

and recognize the Names and Attributes of Allah

The creation of Shayṭān makes apparent Allāh’s

the affairs of this creation: Allah

.

complete control over

has decreed that Iblīs be created and his followers be

sent to the Hellfire. Allah
heaven.
13.

has decreed that those who work against Iblīs will go to

Shayṭān’s existence stems from the completeness of Allāh’s

Wisdom:

Some things may seem evil or bad to us, and when we ponder it, we realize Allah
has a
Wisdom in everything He created. In the creation of Iblīs there is goodness for us (i.e. all of
these points mentioned).
14.
see Allah’s

By creating Shayṭān, Allāh

shows His servants His Patience with them: We

Patience through the creation of Iblīs. Iblīs disobeyed Allah

falling into sajdah and then asked Allah
and then he disobeyed Allah

to give him respite. Allah

gave it to him,

again and said he would mislead mankind. Allah

kept His
Promise. People continually disobey Allah
and continues to answer their calls and give to them.
Abdullay b. Qays narrated that the Prophet

. Allah

still

is patient with them,

said, “There is no one who is more patient

or forbearing upon something they hear than Allah
partners with Allah

by not

. There are people who associate

and those who attribute a son to Allah

. Even though they

commit shirk with Allah
and associate partners with Him
, Allah
continues to
give them sustenance, grant them safety, and give them many things.” [reference]
15.

Having Shayṭān in existence leads to the love of Allāh

Iblīs and fight him, the more our love for Allah

: The more we hate

will grow.

16.
Allāh
loves to be the Protector and the Refuge for His servants: Allah
loves it when we say “a’udhu billahi min ash-Shaytān-ir-rajīm.” We are told over and over
again in the Qur’an to seek refuge in Allah
perfecting our worship of Allah

from the Shaytān. This goes back to

.

Why was Shayṭān given respite until the Day of
Resurrection?
1. Allāh

left him to be a trial for the servants: Allah

mankind, and this is one reason why Allah

intended to test and try

answered the du’a of Iblīs.

2. Allāh
gave Shayṭān respite as a reward for his previous deeds: In the akhirah,
there is nothing but eternal punishment for Iblīs. However, we know that for thousands
of years, Iblīs was obedient to Allah
reward for his previous deeds.

. Scholars say Allah

may have left Iblīs as a

3. Shayṭān is left to increase in his sins: Every single moment that Iblīs is alive, he is
accountable and will be punished for misguidance and all evil that ever existes/d. There
is no one that will be punished more than Iblīs. Iblīs encourages people to sin and
disobey Allah

.

The Prophet
said, “A person who starts a good action will have the reward of
everyone who follows them in that good action. The one who starts something bad will
have the weight of that sin and will have the weight of the sin of every single person
who follows them until the Day of Judgment.” [reference]
4. Shayṭān has been left to be the patron and ally of the evildoers: Allah
allowed
Shaytān to live to test all of mankind for generations and generations to come.

5. The proof of Allah’s
Allah

existence and the existence of Iblīs: Increases our devotion to

.

6. Many of the signs of the Day of Judgment involve Iblīs: Iblīs will have a personal hand,
or aid in the making, or involvement with signs of the Day of Judgment.
For example, some of the minor signs include that women will be naked, but clothed.
Scholars interpret this in two ways: 1) they will wear clothing where their skin is
covered, but it is so tight that it is as if they are naked and 2) they will be wearing such
little clothing that technically they are wearing “clothing” but it covers almost nothing.
Iblīs helps people call this “freedom of women.”
Also, one of the signs of the Day of Judgment is that fornication will become widespread.
Shaytān has a hand in this as well.
7. It gives everyone in creation the opportunity to fight against Iblīs. If Allah

allowed

Iblīs to live until the Day of Judgment, then why didn’t Allah
allow the Prophets to
live as well? It is not the nature of mankind to live forever. The prophets suffered a lot
and gave up a lot for the sake of Allah

and Allah

didn’t want to continue to test

them. However, this doesn’t mean that guidance isn’t there. Just as Allah

allowed

Iblīs to live, Allah
allows guidance to remain until the Day of Judgment. The Qur’an
will be preserved until the Day of Judgment.

What will Shayṭān’s fate be?

[AllāShaytān] said, “Get out of aradise, reproached and e pelled.
them - I will surely fill Hell with you, all together.”
Sūrat’l-A‘rāf [
]

hoever follows you among

The most rewarded person on the Day of Judgment will be the Prophet
Every single good
deed from his time on goes back to him. For every single bad deed, the punishment goes back
to Iblīs. Likewise, The Shaytān will have the worst of punishments.

Chapter 3 | Physical
Description and Abilities of

Shaytan

Most people tend to think of Iblīs as being red with a tail and horns because of the Christian and
Judaic traditions. They depict angels and devils.

Can Shayṭān be seen?
By default, because Iblīs is from the jinn, he cannot be seen. In Surat’l-Araf (7:27) Allah
says,
“Indeed, he sees you, he and his tribe, from where you do not see them. Indeed, We have made
the devils allies to those who do not believe.” This means that Allah
has given the jinn the
ability to see us and we have not been given the ability to see the jinn. So, if Iblīs is from the jinn,
then we would conclude that we cannot see him.
Scholars differed over to what extent the jinn and Shaytān can be seen. Does this mean that in
most cases we cannot see him or we can never see him? There are two different aspects:
1) The Iblīs and jinn in their original form: Most scholars say that they cannot be seen
except by the prophets. Some scholars said that this may apply to the righteous people
as well; however, the majority of scholars say it is something specific to the prophets.
2) The shayatīn and Iblīs and jinn in a different form (form of man, animal, etc.): Jinn may
make themselves visible to other people. According to the law of the jinn, they are not
supposed to do so. In general, any jinn who is doing this is not doing something which is
good, nor permissible. They are sinful when taking on a different form.
The asl is that they cannot be seen by mankind. However, we know that certain animals
may be able to see the jinn in their original form.
Did you know? Donkeys and dogs can see Shayṭān and the jinn

Hadīth of aabir “ hen you hear the bar ing of dogs and the braying of don eys at night, see
refuge in AllāShaytān, for they see that which you do not see.”
[Abu Dāwūd]

What does Shayṭān look like?
The reality is that we know very little about the matter. We know that Iblīs is very ugly and
extremely hideous in his original form. In Surat’l-Saffat, Allah talks about the heads of the devils
and the tree of zaqqum, which is found in the Hellfire.

Is Paradise a better accommodation or the tree of zaqqum? Indeed, We have made it a torment
for the wrongdoers. Indeed, it is a tree issuing from the bottom of the Hellfire, Its emerging fruit
as if it was heads of the devils.
Sūrat’l- affāt [
-65]
The tree of zaqqum is extremely hideous and has a very foul odor. It will produce fruits that will
resemble the heads of the devils. Some scholars said, eating from this tree will make a person’s
insides boil. Allah
said the fruits of this tree is like the heads of the shayatīn. We know that
the shayatin are very ugly and Iblīs is very ugly.
Some scholars have drawn the analogy to say that one of the things that make Iblīs so ugly is
that he continues to sin and disobey Allah
. Sometimes you may be able to see the ugliness
of sins upon a person. Scholars of the past and early generations would say that at times you
can witness obedience upon someone (i.e. noor on someone’s face) or disobedience upon
someone. Taqwa recognizes other taqwa. A person whose heart is pure is more likely to
recognize purity.

A trick of Shaytān is to make evil things seem beautiful to you. He makes you think that it is
normal. He turns sins to that which is normal. He makes then ugly appealing. Personal
experience from Shaykh Saad: when Shaykh Saad was abroad in Madinah studying, he was
away from obscene and foul language; when he returned to the United States to visit his family
and heard profound language for the very first time in a long time, it was bothersome to him.
But, as days passed and he kept hearing foul language, it became something that is normal. This
is a perfect example of how Shaytān turns that which is bad, evil and ugly seem normal to us.
Apart from Iblīs being ugly, we don’t know much else. The scholars mention that the Hikmah of
Allah
in keeping Iblīs hidden from us is that if we were to see Iblīs or be able to see him,
then we may not be able to sleep at night because he is so ugly. Mankind may not be able to
function. Allah
doesn’t want us to have that type of test or trial. Iblīs is the absolute
extreme of ugliness.

The Two Horns of Shayṭān
There are a few authentic ahadīth in which we hear of the horns of Shaytān.

Hadīth of Ibn Umar that the rophet (sal Allahu alayhi wa sallam) said, “Do not intend to observe
prayer at the time of the rising of the sun nor at its setting, for it rises between the horns of
Shayṭān.”
[Muslim]
A minority of scholars said that Iblīs has horns. However, if you look into the text of the hadīth,
it is not talking about actual horns. Imam al-Nawawi says that the “two horns” refers to the two
sides of the head of Iblīs. The term qarnayn can be translated as the two horns or the two sides.
In the Arabic of the hadīth, it says “Shaytān” and not “ash-Shaytān.” There is another narration
of this hadīth in Sahih Muslim and an addition in which the Prophet
said, “It is at that time
the disbelievers make sajdah.” The scholars said this is a time when the disbelievers get
involved in their worship. The disbelievers who worship the sun are known to worship it at that
time. Therefore, our act of worship is not at the same time so as not to be confused with theirs.
Shaytān likes for people to worship other than Allah
. When a person is making sajdah at
that time, Shaytān feels good about himself and feels that people are making sajdah to him.
Does Shaytān have two horns? Allahu A’lam. It is possible but we don’t know. The intended
meaning is the two sides of a Shaytān’s head is a time when people disobey Allah
worship other than Allah

and

. The scholars of the past did not give this issue much importance

because it is not a matter of useful, or beneficial knowledge. The purpose of this hadīth is not to
tell us that the Shaytān has two horns. The point is that we should not be praying to Allah
at that time.

The Abilities of Shayṭān
His ability to see us:
This means we should be even more diligent in seeking protection from him. There are du’as for
entering the house, entering the bathroom, leaving the house, etc. We protect ourselves
twenty-four hours a day.

Indeed, he sees you, he and his tribe, from where you do not see them. Indeed, We have made
the devils allies to those who do not believe.
Sūrat’l - A‘rāf [7:27]
1) Allah

has given Shayṭān the ability to see mankind, without them being able to see him.

2) It’s a dangerous ability
 He is able to monitor and observe us
 He is able to learn from us
 He constantly follows us, 24 hours a day!
3) We cannot win unless you seek the help of the One who is more powerful than Shayṭān.

His ability to take physical form
Abu Hurayrah (raḍyAllāhu ‘anhu) narrates: “The Messenger of Allāh
put me in charge of
guarding the charity of Ramaḍān. Someone came to me and started grabbing handfuls of the
food. I took hold of him and said, ‘I will take you to the Messenger of Allāh
teach you some words by means of which Allāh

.’ He said, ‘I will

will benefit you.’ I said, ‘What are they?’ He

said, ‘When you go to your bed, recite āyat’l-kursi, Allāh
will appoint a guard for you who
will stay with you and no shayṭān will come near you until morning.’ The Messenger of Allāh
asked me, ‘What did your prisoner do last night?’ I said, ‘O Messenger of Allāh

, he

taught me something and claimed that Allāh
would benefit me by it.’ He said, ‘What was it?’
I said, ‘He taught me to recite āyat’l-kursi when I go to bed and said that no shayṭān would come
near me until morning and that Allāh
me.’ The Prophet
shayṭān.’”

would appoint a guard for me who would stay with

said, ‘He told you the truth, although he is an inveterate liar. That was a

From this narration, we learn the following:
 The shayatin can take human form
 The general habit of the shayatin is that they will lie; however, it is possible that




truth may come out, but we don’t have the Prophet
to tell us the
difference between a truth and a lie.
Ayāt’l-kursi is a protection from us at night time if we recite it then.
The shayatin may be seen in a human form.

Story of Surat b. Malik ibn Ju‘sham: this is a story when Iblīs took the form of a human being. It
will be discussed more in Chapter 5.
There is a story from the seerah of the Prophet

, which shows us that Iblīs was attacking

from the very beginning of Islam. When the Prophet
was in Makkah and the da’wah began
to spread, the leaders got together in dar’l-Najwa. They were trying to figure out what to do
with the Prophet
. The narrator says when they were about to close the door of the secret
gathering, an old man stuck his hand in the door and asked if they would allow him in. They did.
One man said they should chain up the Prophet
. The old man said, “This is not the right
thing to do because then most certainly he would get stronger and his followers would get
stronger.” Another said they should expel him from Makkah. The old man spoke up again and
said, “This is not the correct opinion. If you expel him, he may leave Makkah and gain more
followers and get strong and come back and take over Makkah.” One person said, “We should
kill him. Not only should we kill him, but we should kill him in a way that no one can be blamed
by getting one person from each tribe and having them kill him together.” The old man said,
“This is the correct opinion.” This old man was Iblīs. Jibrīl went to warn the Prophet
was able to escape. [reference]

and he

Sometimes shayatin will go into an inanimate object to fool the people and get them involved in
more shirk. For example, the statue of Mary crying, or things moving around or floating. If you
go to places with tombs and shrines, you may hear and see crazy things happen. Sometimes the
shayatin will pretend to be awliyah and speak. An ignorant person doesn’t know that making
du’a to other than Allah
is shirk. They start making du’a at his gravesite and hear a voice
coming from inside. They want to increase the people in their shirk.
The shayatin and jinn can take on the form of animals. In Sahih Muslim, Abu Dharr narrated
that the Prophet
said, “When a person is praying, he should place something in front of
him. iI a black dog walks in front of him, it breaks his prayer.” Abu Dharr asked why a black dog,

and the Prophet
black dogs.

said, “A black dog is a Shaytān.” The shayatin tend to take on the form of

The jinn and the shayatin can take on the form of snakes. Abu Sa’id al-Khudri narrated in Sahih
Muslim, “I heard the Prophet
say that in Madinah there is a group of jinn who became
Muslim. Give them a warning three times. If they appear after that, then kill it; it is a Shaytān.”
The snake may be jinn who has become Muslim and doesn’t know they aren’t supposed to be
taking form of snakes, so you warn them three times and if they do not leave, then you may kill
them. Does this mean that all snakes are shayatin? No. The scholars differed in opinion if this
hadīth applied to that particular time in Madinah or if it still applies present day. Shaykh said
take the opinion that the hadīth is specific to that time and that place and not present day. So,
if we see a snake in our house, we don’t have to warn it three times and can take it outside or
kill it if we fear it may bite us. Allah

knows best.

His ability to flow within mankind

“Shayṭān flows through man as blood flows [through veins], and I was afraid that Shayṭān might
bring an evil thought (or something) into your hearts.”
[al- u hāri, uslim]
Safiyyah visited the Prophet

while making I’tikaf and asked him to walk her home. As he

was walking her home at night, there were two Ansari men who saw them and he
said,
“Don’t rush! This is Safiyyah bint Hiyyah.” The two men said, “SubhanAllah, ya RasulAllah! We
would never expect you to be with a woman you are not related to.” The Prophet
said,
“Most certainly the Shaytān flows in man as blood flows through veins. I feared that Shaytān
may throw something into your hearts. It is possible someone doesn’t have a bad intention but
Shaytān whispers something into their heart.” [reference]
Does this mean Shaytān literally flows through our veins or is it metaphorical? This question is
wrong to begin with. When we hear a hadīth or ayāh, we take it literally unless we learn
otherwise. If you take the opinion that the jinn and angels are spirits, it makes no difference.
This hadīth shows that Shaytān is able to influence us easily because he flows in our bodies.

Where does Shayṭān reside?

Hadīth of Abu Hurayrah: The Prophet
said, “ hen one of you wa es up from your sleep and
performs ablution, you must clean your nose three times, for the Shayṭān spends the night in the
interior of his nose.”
[Muslim]
This is not an issue of it being literal or metaphorical. Scholars mention that this doesn’t happen
always and the exception to the rule is that if for example a person recited ayāt’l-kursi, he will
be saved from this type of thing.

Shayṭān’s Throne

Hadīth of Jabir b. Abdullah: “Iblīs places his throne upon water he then sends detachments (for
creating dissension); those who are nearer to him in rank are the ones who are most notorious in
creating dissension. ne of them comes and says, ‘I did such-and-such.’ And [Iblīs] he says, ‘You
have done nothing.’ hen one amongst them comes and says, ‘I did not leave so-and-so until I
cause dissension between him and his wife. Iblīs then comes close to him and says ‘Yes, you
[have done well]!’” Al-A‘mash added, “He then embraces him.” [Sahih Muslim]
From this, we learn:
Iblīs has a throne. Allah
has a Throne that is upon water, which we learn in Surah Hud
(11:7), ‘And it is He who created the heavens and the earth in six days - and His Throne had been
upon water - that He might test you as to which of you is best in deed. But if you say, "Indeed,
you are resurrected after death," those who disbelieve will surely say, "This is not but obvious

magic."’ Out of Iblīs’s arrogance, he wants to imitate Allah
water.
Ibn Sayyaad mentions in Sahih Muslim, The Prophet

. Iblīs also places his throne upon

is with Abu Bakr and Umar and come

across a man by the name of Ibn Sayyaad. The Prophet
says to him, “Do you testify that I
am the Messenger of Allah?” He says, “I testify that I am the messenger of Allah. I testify in my
belief in Allah, the angels, and His Books.” The Prophet
“I see a throne upon water.” The Prophet
and Umar, he

says, “What do you see?” He says,

says, “You see the throne of Iblīs.” To Abu Bakr

says, “Leave this man, indeed Iblīs has deceived him.”

“The throne of Iblīs is on the ocean.” This leads people to ask which ocean. What is the point
of all of this information? How does this knowledge benefit you in your dunya or akhirah? It
doesn’t! One of the goals of Shaytān is to get us involved in mubah (permissible) matters but
keep us away from matters that which are better.
Dissension is one of the major goals of Shaytān. When people love one another for the sake of
Allah
, Shaytān will always attack their relationship. For example, spouses get married for
the right reasons and their relationship is based on taqwa, but Shaytān will always attack their
marriage. If you are arguing with one another, ask yourself, “Is Shaytān pleased with this
argument. What I’m about to say, is Shaytān going to be happy? If yes, then don’t say it.” The asl
when it comes to divorce is that we are to be cautious and not rush. In reality the matter, or
issue argued over may not be an issue that can cause divorce, but Shaytān places animosity and
will makes us rush to the notion of divorce.

Where do the shayāṭīn sit and gather?
The shayatin may inhabit the same places where humans inhabit. They may be in such places
abandoned by mankind or they may gather in places that are impure, whether physical (i.e.
bathrooms) or where Allah is being disobeyed. A place of sin is more likely to be a place of
shayatin. Some scholars also mention the marketplace.
What is the ruling of sitting between shade and sunlight? Some scholars said it is makruh and
disliked to do this. However, this is based on a very, very weak hadīth. Therefore, there is no
basis for it even though some scholars say it is better to be on the safe side. Since, we have no
authentic hadīth to prove it to us, then it goes back to the asl and the default of actions which
are not worship is that it is allowed for us to do it. And Allah

knows best.

The shayatin spread out in the early portion of nightfall. In Bukhari and Muslim, Jaabir b.
Abdullah mentions the Prophet
said, “When it is the beginning of the night, keep your
children close to you because it is when the shayatin spread out. When an hour of the night has
passed, then you may let them out. Close the doors and mention the Name of Allah so that the
Shaytān will not open a door like that.”

Does Shayṭān have power over us?

“Indeed, there is for him no authority over those who have believed and rely upon their Lord. His
authority is only over those who take him as an ally and those who through him associate others
with Allah.”
Surah an-Nahl (16:99-100)

“Indeed, y servants - no authority will you have over them, except those who follow you of the
deviators.”
Surat’l-Hijr (15:42)
The only thing that gives Shayṭān power over us is our sins. His authority is over people who
have believed in him. He has no power over the pious
Hadīth in al-Tirmidhi: “Indeed Allah

is with the judge as long as this judge is not unjust. As

soon as this judge becomes unjust / unfair, then Allah
leaves this judge and the Shaytān
begins to accompany him.” As we commit more sins, the Shaytān may begin to accompany us.

He has no power over the pious:
When a person is afflicted by magic or possessed, one thing the scholars always ask is: “Are you
obedient to Allah? Are you praying your five daily prayers? Have you left the door open to
Shaytān?”

“ hose who believe fight in the cause of Allah, and those who disbelieve fight in the cause of
Taghut. So fight against the allies of Satan. Indeed, the plot of Satan has ever been wea .”
Surat’l-Nisa (4:76)
In this ayāt Allah
tells us that the plots of Shaytān are weak. The mufassiroon say that this
ayāh is for those who do not take Shaytān as an ally and for those who have taqwa and take the
protection of Allah
to protect yourself.

. The plots are only weak if you arm yourself with the knowledge of how

[Iblīs] said, "My Lord, because You have put me in error, I will surely make [disobedience]
attractive to them on earth, and I will mislead them all. Except, among them, Your chosen
servants."
Surat’l-Hijr (39-40)
Iblīs himself admitted he has no power over the pious. In this ayāt Allah
tells us that Iblīs
swears by the error he has been put through that he will beautify for us that which is evil. Except,
those of us who are strong and firm in the deen and seek refuge in Allah
allies.

from Iblīs and his

Can Shayṭān become afraid of you?
Yes! An example of this is Umar (radhi Allahu 'anhu). The Prophet
told us in a hadīth in alTirmidhi: “Most certainly the Shaytān is afraid of you, ya Umar.” In the hadīth of Sa’d b. Abi
Waqqas in Bukhari, the Prophet
said, “I swear by the One whose soul my hand is in, if he
falls on your path, then he takes a different path from the one you are on.” Hadīth of Aisha in
al-Tirmidhi: The Prophet
said, “Indeed most certainly I can see the shayatin from mankind
and jinn. Most certainly I see them running away from you, ya Umar.”

We can make Iblīs afraid of us just like ‘Umar (r.a.). We have nothing to fear when it comes to
Iblīs and Shaytān as long as we are protecting ourselves with piety and the obedience of Allah
.

Can we blame Shayṭān for our sins?
Who is responsible for our sins? Shaytān will say not to blame him, but to blame ourselves on
the Day of Judgment. All Shaytān does is inspire us to commit acts of evil. Do not blame Shaytān
for our sins instead be proactive and try to correct them.

Indeed, there is for him no authority over those who have believed and rely upon their Lord.
Sūrat’l - Na l [ 1 6 : 9 9 ]
The Prophet
said “Do not revile Shayṭān, rather see refuge in Allāh from his evil.”
[Narrated Abu Ṭāhir al-Mukhalli in Al- awā’id]
Whenever people do something bad, they have the habit of cursing Shaytān and don’t take
responsibility for their sins. Instead of reviling Shaytān, seek refuge in Allah from Shaytān.
Some scholars from this hadīth say to not send the curse of Allah upon Shaytān (they say that
only Allah is allowed to curse Shaytān); however, the stronger opinion is that it is permissible.

The difference between the whispering
of Shayṭān and our self (nafs)
Three types of nafs:

1) The self which encourages evil

And I do not acquit myself. Indeed, the soul/self is a persistent enjoiner of evil [inclined to evil],
except those upon which my Lord has mercy. Indeed, my Lord is Forgiving and Merciful.

Sūrah Yūsuf [ 1 2 : 5 3 ]
This type of nafs is called ‘Nafs al-Ammarah.’ This type of nafs encourages us to give into our
desires without thinking of the consequences. It says to eat, drink, and merry, for tomorrow
you will die. Allah

refers to these types of people in the ayāt below as:

“And e have certainly created for Hell many of the jinn and man ind. hey have hearts
with which they do not understand, they have eyes with which they do not see, and they
have ears with which they do not hear. Those are like livestock; rather, they are more astray.
It is they who are the heedless.”
Surat’l A’raf (
)

2) Self-reproaching soul

And I swear by the self-reproaching soul.
Sūrat’l - Qiyāma [ 7 5 : 2 ]
This type of nafs is called Nafs al- Lawwama. This is the part of our self, which feels guilty about
committing sins. It reminds us that sins are not right. Scholars relate this to the regret a person
feels after committing a sin.

3) Satisfied soul

[ o the righteous it will be said], “ reassured soul, eturn to your Lord, well-pleased and
pleasing [to Him], And enter among y [righteous] servants and enter y aradise.”

Sūrat’l - Fajr [ 8 9 : 2 7 - 3 0 ]
This type nafs is called nafs al-kamila. This is the highest level of the self. This is the type of
soul that is at rest and will lead a person to Paradise.

Those who have believed and whose hearts are assured by the remembrance of Allah.
Unquestionably, by the remembrance of Allah hearts are assured."
Surat’l- a’d (
)
Our nafs at any given moment can fall into any one of these categories. You are not in just one
category. We can be anywhere between the lowest and highest level. In Surat’l-Ra’d (13:11).
Allah
says, “Indeed, Allah will not change the condition of a people until they change what
is in themselves.” This means that we have the ability to change our nafs.

Waswās – Whisperings
In Arabic, wiswās (pl. wasāwis) literally means to a beatified and faint vocal sound.
Waswas has a negative connotation that may come into a person’s heart. Waswas is also
referred to waswasa. The plural is wasaawis. Another word that is used with a similar meaning
is the hams, which is a whispering as well, but this is more of a positive one, where waswas is a
negative type of whispering. These are negative images that come into one’s heart.

Whispering come from 3 sources:
1) The self that commands us to evil: This is nafs al-Ammarah, the self, which encourages evil.

And We have already created man and know what his soul whispers to him, and We are closer to
him than [his] jugular vein.
S ū r a Shaytān Q ā f [
]

“Allāh forgives my followers those (evil deeds) their souls may whisper or suggest to them as
long as they do not act (on it) or spea .”
[ al - Bukhari ]
There is a type of intention that we will be held accountable for even if we don’t do the action.
This is known as ‘azeema. This is the type of intention where someone makes the full intention
to do the sin except that an external factor stops them from committing it. For example, a
person leaves his house with the intention to commit zina. He/she made the full intention to
carry it out, but something happened on the way, thus did not commit zina. That person would
have done it if the opportunity was there. Therefore, the Scholars say that Allah will hold that
person accountable because if they had the means they would have performed the act. But, we
still say that at the end of the day reward and punishment are from Allah
2) The Shayṭān or the shayātīn from amongst the jinn: Allah
to Adam.

Then Shayṭān whispered to him he said, “
possession that will not deteriorate ”
S ū r a Shaytān Ṭ ā SHAY
a [20: 120]

3) Shayātīn from mankind

.

tells us that Iblīs whispered

dam, shall I direct you to the tree of eternity and

Say, “I see refuge in the Lord of man ind, he Sovereign of man ind. he God of man ind, rom
the evil of the retreating whisperer Who whispers [evil] into the breasts of mankind – From
among the jinn and man ind.”
Sūrat’l- ās[
-6]
How can we tell the difference between waswās from ourselves and the whispering from
Shaytān? Scholars say it is a subtle difference.
-

Scholars mention that the initial desire to commit a sin is a sign it is from Shaytān or the
shayatin, but when we want to keep going back to committing it, then it is a sign it is
from the self becasuse it is a desire.

-

Shaytān will try to beautify something, which may go against the natural inclination of
the soul. When a person commits a sin more in line with their base desires, it may be a
waswas from the self.

The reality is that in both cases, we have to struggle and fight this. We should always make
tawbah and seek forgiveness from Allah

and say “a’udhu billahi min ash-Shaytān-ir-rajīm”.

There is an overwhelming waswas that becomes a sickness. For us, it is commonly known as
OCD. For example, a person may make wudu’ and be about to pray, but then wonder if he
washed all the way to his elbows. He then makes wudu’ again and then wonders if he washed
the ankles properly and so on.
The reality is that this type of sickness from waswas could by a psychological illness or it could
be from Shaytān. We should seek refuge in Allah
from this type of waswas. Don’t give
weight to this type of waswas. If it reaches the point where it is a sickness, then it is permissible
to seek professional help in this.
The Prophet
said, “Allah has forgiven from my ummah those whispering to themselves
as long as they do not act upon it or speak regarding it.” How do we reconcile between this
hadīth and in Surat’l-Baqarah (2:284) to Allah belongs all that is in the heavens and earth and
whether you show what is within yourselves or conceal it, Allah will hold you accountable to
this.”
The ayāh is referring to when a person acts upon their sin. Allah
upon your sin and it is hidden, Allah
upon the sin, then Allah

is saying that when you act

will still hold you accountable. If you were to not act

will not hold you accountable.

Chapter 4: Fact or Fiction
Can Shayṭān physically harm us?
One of the goals of Shayṭān is to physically harm us. When his other goals cannot be met (i.e.
have us fall into sin), then he may physically attack us as well.

Magic
Magic is referred to as “siHr” in the Qur’ān. SiHr is from saHara, which is something which is
hidden or secret. It is called siHr because:
1. The practitioners of siHr deal with things in secret

hey said, “
oses, either you throw or we will be the first to throw.” He said, “ ather, you
throw.” And suddenly their ropes and staffs seemed to him from their magic that they were
moving [li e sna es]. And he sensed within himself apprehension, did oses. Allāh said,
“ ear not. Indeed, it is you who are superior. And throw what is in your right hand it will
swallow up what they have crafted. What they have crafted is but the trick of a magician,
and the magician will not succeed wherever he is.” Sūrah ṬāHa [20:65-69]


 Allah

Allah

tells us in this passage how the people of Fir’awn were proficient in magic.
gave Musa the ability to overcome their magic.

 Islamically, we have no doubt that magic exists.
 People usually practice magic in private and in secret. It is not something made public.
 The last part of the night is called sahr. The Arabic word for our lungs is sahr because

the lungs are something inside the body.
2. Its means are hidden or secret

“And from the evil of the blowers in nots.”
Sūrat’l-Falaq [113: 4]
 From the sunnah of the Prophet , we know people tried to perform magic on him and

that tying knots is a form of magic.
 SiHr can cause things like illnesses. Shaykh Saad’s mother practiced psychology and

specialized with schizophrenia. After studying what siHr was, she said it was possible
that some of the patients who were diagnosed as schizophrenic were actually
possessed. Jinn possession could cause schizophrenia. To cure this, Islamic cures can be
implemented along with modern medicine.
 It was narrated from ‘Abdullah that the Prophet  said: “Allah does not send down any
disease, but He also sends down the cure for it.” [Sunan Ibn Majah]
 There are Islamic cures to depression but there is a point where depression goes beyond
the norm. When depression reaches this point, it can be cured by reliance on Allah,
prayer, and du’a. Clinical depression is very severe and this person must utilize medicine
along with du’a and prayers.
 Magic has a close relationship with Iblis because one of his major goals is to make people
fall into kufr and shirk.

Siḥr may involve things which magicians manage
to do through the shayāṭīn:

And they followed [instead] what the devils had recited during the reign of Solomon. It was not
Solomon who disbelieved, but the devils disbelieved, teaching people magic and that which was
revealed to the two angels at abylon, Hārūt and ārūt. ut the two angels do not teach anyone
unless they say, “ e are a trial, so do not disbelieve [by practicing magic].” And [yet] they learn
from them that by which they cause separation between a man and his wife. But they do not

harm anyone through it e cept by permission of Allāh. And the people learn what harms them
and does not benefit them. But the Children of Israel certainly knew that whoever purchased the
magic would not have in the Hereafter any share. And wretched is that for which they sold
themselves, if they only knew. Sūrat’l-Baqarah [2:102]


Sulayman  did not commit kufr with magic, rather it was done during his time of
prophethood.




Allah
tells us that people who involved in any way with magic are involved in kufr.
There are two main types of magic:
1. Magic in which people seek the help of the shayāṭīn
Any jinn who helps someone performs magic is considered a Shayṭān and is not
considered a pious jinn. This jinn is a helper of Iblis. People may do supernatural things
to fool people but this is with the help of the Shayṭān. When magicians perform these
things, it is to gain power and superiority over people. Instead of relying upon Allah
,
people may go to a magician because they have seen this person perform “miracles.” Ibn
Taymiyyah witnessed many things in his time such as people floating or walking on coals.
2. Illusions
This means we see one thing and it is actually something else. These illusions fall into
two categories:
a. The jinn make the illusion possible and make you see something that is actually
not there. One magician handed a person a rock and when he looked at the rock,
he thought he was holding an egg while everyone else could see it is as a rock.
The jinn can make this possible.
b. Sleight of hand. This is not kufr and does not take a person outside of Islam.
Scholars have differed on whether or not this is allowed. The help of jinn is not
sought in this. Correct opinion: as long as the person knows that an illusion is
being performed and that it is a sleight of hand trick and not using the help of
jinn, then it is permissible. Shaykh Saad would personally advise against doing
this.

Magicians may perform magic as their illusions

He said, “ hrow,” and when they threw, they bewitched the eyes of the people and struck terror
into them, and they presented a great [feat of] magic.
Sūrat’l-A‘rāf [
]

Signs of a person who is afflicted by magic:
Note: Just because a person is having some of these symptoms, it does not necessarily mean
that they are afflicted by magic. It may be because of certain psychological illnesses or other
problems.
1) Dislike of one’s spouse, as indicated in the Qur’an by the following verse (interpretation of
the meaning):
“…And from these (angels) people learn that by which they cause separation between a man
and his wife...”
Sūrat’l-Baqarah [2: 102]
This is a very common form of magic. If intense dislike happens immediately and out of
nowhere, it can be an indication of magic. Scholars say that if it feels very abnormal (i.e. one
day you have a very good relationship and the next day there is immediate hatred in your
heart, you feel disgusted when you touch your spouse) then it is more of a sign that it is
something dealing with magic.
2)

Different attitude in the house from that which is outside the house.
For example, a person may be fine inside of the house but becomes sick outdoors or outside
they are fine and with family they are sick.

3) Inability to have sexual intercourse with one’s spouse.
There are many reasons why this could happen and one of them is that someone has done
siHr on the person. However, this is not the first thing we should turn to when someone has
a problem like this.
4) Frequent miscarriage for pregnant women.
There are medical and genetic reasons why this happens as well.
5) Sudden change in behavior without obvious reason.
Keyword here is “sudden.”
6) Complete loss of appetite for food.
7) Thinking or imagining one has done something when in reality one has not.
How do we know that the illness of schizophrenia doesn’t have a link to magic or jinn? We
can’t. When someone is suffering an illness like this, then treat it from both ends (don’t
discard advice of psychiatrists and don’t discard advice of scholars).
8) Sudden obedience and/or love for a particular person.

Scholars of the past would mention that sometimes “shaykhs” had followers (mureeds) who
would do insane things such as cut themselves or harm themselves to show devotion to
their teacher. It is possible that this “shaykh” or “wali” has performed some type of magic to
get this type of devotion and intense love from his followers.
The Messenger of Allāh said: “Whoever goes to a fortuneteller and asks him about something,
his prayer will not be accepted for forty days.” [Muslim]
The Prophet
said: “Whoever goes to a soothsayer and believes what he says has
disbelieved in that which was revealed to Mu ammad.” [Tirmidhi]
When people seek out the help of magicians to either have magic performed on someone else
or to be personally helped with this magic, then this is a form of kufr and disbelief.
Doing ruqya on yourself is always a good thing to protect yourself. Lead a lifestyle where you
take precautionary steps and do not become paranoid. One may recite the adhkar in the
morning and evening, remember Allah
during the day, and not disobey Him. This is an
excellent precaution. To be paranoid and scared of possession and magic is not from the
character of the Muslim. There is no reason to be scared of Iblis as long as we are trying our best
to fulfill our obligations in being obedient to Allah

.

Possession

Those who consume interest cannot stand [on the Day of Resurrection] except as one stands who
is being beaten by Shayṭān into insanity…
Sūrat’l-Baqarah [2: 275]
This is referring to possession. Can a Shayṭān or jinn take over a person’s body? Yes, a Shayṭān or
jinn can do something like that. People who consume riba (interest) will be in such a stupor on
the Day of Judgment. Allah
is saying that this person will be like someone who cannot
stand and has no control over his body on the Day of Judgment.

The Messenger of Allāh used to say: “O Allāh
, I seek refuge with You from being thrown
from a high place or crushed beneath a falling wall, or drowning or being burned, and I seek
refuge with You from being led astray by the Shayṭān at the time of death, and I seek refuge with
You from dying in Your cause while fleeing from the battlefield, and I seek refuge with You from
dying of a scorpion sting.” [Al-Nasā’i, asan]
The scholars mention that the Prophet
shayateen, magic, and possession.

would make this du’a to protect himself from

‘Abdullāh b. al-Imam A mad b. Ḥanbal said, “I said to my father, ‘There are some people who say
that the jinn do not enter the body of the epileptic.’ He said: ‘O my son, they are lying. The jinn
could speak through this person.’”
This is the widely accepted belief of ahl’l-sunnah wa’l-jama’ah that a jinn can take over a person’s
body. This is known as possession. Just like magic, it can cause illnesses and problems.
Shaykh Saad was leading prayer at a wedding and decided to recite ayat’l-kursi in the prayer. As
he is leading the prayer, he started the beginning of ayat’l-kursi, and a brother in the jama’ah
started shaking. He finished the prayer quickly and when he turned around, they told him what
had happened. Surat’l-Fatihah is strong against possession and magic and so is ayat’l-kursi.
When both were recited, it had an effect on this brother. Shaykh Saad is usually skeptical when
it comes to possession and magic. To see what was going on, he then recited Surat’l-Falaq and
Surat’l-Nas and the brother started to shake even more. He, then, told them to call someone
who performs ruqya.
While in Madinah, a brother had come from the UK and it seemed that someone had performed
some type of magic on him before he came to Madinah. There are ruqya hospitals in Madinah so
the brother was taken to get ruqya done. (For a person to perform ruqya, he/she has to have a
high level of iman and sincerity and be highly protected.) As the shaykh would recite Qur’an
upon this brother, he started yelling and told the shaykh to stop. The shaykh confirmed that
there was some type of magic done on him. Eventually the brother felt better but he wasn’t
able to complete his studies and went back to the UK.

Signs of a person being possessed:
Note: These signs do not necessitate that the person is always possessed.


Strong repulsion when hearing Qur’ān or adhān.

Depending on to what level a person is possessed, their repulsion intensifies. Any part of the
Qur’an can cure him, but some passages are stronger than others. For example, Surat’l-Fatihah,
Surah Ta Ha, last two ayahs of Surat’l-Baqarah, and ayat’l-kursi are extremely effective against
possession. Sometimes if you just mention the Qur’an or Sunnah around someone seriously
possessed, they will be repulsed by it.


Episodes of losing consciousness and/or epileptic attacks, especially when Qur’ān is
recited upon the possessed person.



Frequent nightmares during sleep

One of the sources of bad dreams is Iblis or Shayṭān. If someone has nightmares very frequently
then this is a sign the person may be possessed.


Tendency to avoid people and behavior that is out-of-the-norm.

One of the tricks of Shayṭān is to isolate the person from guidance and people. If a person feels
he cannot be around people who are pious or praying, then it could be a sign of someone who is
possessed.


The jinn who possesses him might speak when Qur’ān is recited for the possessed
person.

When a person is possessed and the Qur’an is being recited, depending on the strength of the
jinn or Shayṭān, he may speak out and say to stop reciting the Qur’an. A sign is that the voice of
the person will change to a very deep tone or a very high note.


Having epileptic seizures or madness in general.

Madness is a broad category encompassing many things.

How can magic and possession be cured?


Not committing any major sins and trying to be obedient to Allah
possible.




Putting sincere trust in Allah
that cure comes from Him.
The Qur’an. The most powerful cure to possession is the Qur’an. Surat’l-Falaq, Surat’lNas, Surat’l-Fatihah, Surat’l-Baqarah, and ayat’l-kursi and the last two verses from
Surat’l-Baqarah in particular and any verses dealing with magic are very effective against
magic/possession.
Reciting Qur’an upon water and having the person drinking the water. Some also say
that there is nothing wrong with using zamam water. Some narrations say the



as much as

companions did this but Shaykh Saad hasn’t found anything authentic. However,
scholars say it is okay to do this. It is important to understand that the cure is coming



from Allah
and Allah
has put the cure in the Qur’an.
Honey
If magic is done on a piece of clothing, then it is very important that it is destroyed.
Someone tied knots and blew upon it to do magic on the Prophet






and Allah

informed him where the knots were and he
had Ali go to the well and take out the
knots, undo them, and burn them. Some scholars said it should be burned and then
buried.
'Ajwa dates. Scholars say if you don’t have’ ajwa dates, then any dates will suffice.
Du’a and dhikr
Black seeds.
Dhikr of morning and the evening (this is not only preventative but also a cure).

Evil-eye (ʿAyn)
‘Ayn refers to a person’s eye. It is when a person harms another person with their jealousy. ‘Ayn
is one of the results of people getting jealous. For example, you witness what Allah
blessed someone with and that is where this envy or jealousy stems from.

has

And verily, those who disbelieve would almost make you slip with their eyes (through hatred).
Al-Qalam[68: 51]
The Prophet
said, “Whoever among you sees something in himself or in his possessions or
in his brother that he likes, let him pray for blessing for it because the evil eye is real.” [al-Ḥākim]
Lessons from this hadith:
 A person can give himself evil eye
 A person may give another person evil eye as well
 The cure for envy and jealousy and evil eye is praying for blessings in it or for the
person. If a person in their heart feels jealous of someone else or likes
something that someone else has, then instead of dwelling on those feelings,
the Prophet
said to ask Allah
to put blessings on what that person has.
This is why the scholars mention you can say “tabarakAllah”, “Allahumma zidd
wa baarik fih (O Allah increase in what you have given them and put blessings in
them)” or “baarak Allah feek” (may Allah put barakah in it for you). When you
do this, you not only release the negative feelings you have but you make du’a

for yourself as well because when you make du’a for someone else, the angels
make du’a for you.

“The influence of an evil eye is a fact; if anything would precede the destiny it would be the
influence of an evil eye, and when you are asked to take bath (as a cure) from the influence of an
evil eye, you should take bath.” [Muslim]
One of the cures of evil eye is that a person takes a bath with the wudu’ water of the person who
has given evil eye to them.

The Messenger of Allāh said, “Why does one of you kill his brother? Why did you not say, ‘May
Allāh bless you?’ The evil eye is true. Do wuḍū’ from it.” [Muwaṭṭa’ of Imām Mālik]
Ibn al-Qayyim said: “Everyone who gives the evil eye is jealous, but not everyone who is jealous
gives the evil eye.”
The Prophet
said if you see something you like, then say “masha’Allah la hawla wa la
quwatta illa billah” and the evil eye will not afflict them. This hadith is da’if jiddan, extremely
weak, and it is not proven in the sunnah. It is more of the sunnah to ask Allah  to bless them!
Don’t remind people to say “masha’Allah”. The only thing you can do is protect yourself from
‘ayn. Have faith in Allah, make du’a and adhkar, and have tawakkul.

Protection from the Evil Eye:
1) Having strong faith in Allāh by putting his trust in Him and seeking refuge with Him and
beseeching Him
2) Reciting the last two sūrahs of the Qur’ān, Sūrat’l-i hlā , Sūrat’l-fāti ah, and āyat’l-kursi.
3) Du‘ā’s for protection from the Prophet :

“I seek refuge in the perfect words of Allāh from the evil of that which He has created”

“I seek refuge in the perfect words of Allāh from His wrath and punishment, from the evil of His
slaves and from the evil promptings of the devils and from their presence.”

“ ut if they turn away say, ‘Sufficient for me is Allah; there is no deity except Him. On Him I have
relied, and He is the Lord of the Great Throne.’”
Al-Tawbah [9:129]
Rely upon Allah

to protect yourself from any ‘ayn.

The Prophet
used to seek refuge with Allāh for al-Ḥasan and al-Ḥusayn and say: “Your
forefather (i.e . Abraham) used to seek Refuge with Allāh for Ishmael and Isaac by reciting the
following:

'O Allāh

! I seek Refuge with Your Perfect Words from every devil and from poisonous pests
and from every evil, harmful, envious eye.’” [al-Bukhāri]

Satanic Dreams

Hadith from Abu Hurayrah: "When the time draws near (when the Resurrection is near), a
believer's dream can hardly be false. And the truest vision will be of one who is himself the most
truthful in speech, for the vision of a Muslim is the forty-fifth part of prophecy, and dreams are
of three types: one good dream which is a sort of good tidings from Allāh; the evil dream which
causes pain is from the Shayṭān; and the third one is a suggestion of one's own mind; so if any
one of you sees a dream which he does not like, he should stand up and offer prayer and he
should not relate it to people." [Muslim]
That which people see in their sleep may come under one of two categories:

That which people see in their sleep may come under one of two categories:
1.
Dreams/visions
2.
Confused dreams
Confused dreams can be divided into two categories:
a.
Shayṭān’s attempts to frighten
If the dream is confusing and frightening and scares you, then it may be from Shayṭān.
b.

The workings of the subconscious
You may have been thinking of something during the day and it got mixed up in your
head and you had a dream about it.

Dreams can be divided into three categories:
1)

Visions or dreams that come from Allāh
This could be a warning or glad tidings for a person. The more pious the person is the
clearer that type of dream will be. There can be truth in these.
One of the ways the scholars mention to ask is if they can remember the details of the
dream. If they cannot, then it is more likely it is a confusing dream and not from Allah
. Also, the scholars mention that if you have this dream after fajr, then this is very
likely not from Allah

2)

.

Attempts by the Shayṭān to frighten us
This is a bad or scary dream.

3)

The workings of the subconscious

Dream interpretation:
Shaykh Saad’s opinion is that there is very little we know from the Qur’an and Sunnah about
interpreting dreams. Most of what we know from dream interpretation comes from people’s
experiences. There is not a lot of proof and it is not an exact science.
Shaykh Saad had a dream while preparing for this seminar. He dreamt that he was sitting in a
halaqa of Shaykh Uthaymin and he knew who Shaykh Saad was. Shaykh Saad never met him but
benefited a lot from his books and lecture recordings.

What should you do when you have a bad dream?
1) Know that this dream is from the Shayṭān, so don’t dwell over it
Shayṭān wants you to be concerned and think about it. The way to fight Shayṭān is to put it
aside and not think about it.
2) Seek refuge in Allāh

from the accursed Shayṭān

The sunnah is to say: a’udhi billahi min al-Shayṭān’l-rajim. Ask Allah
the evil you saw.

to save you from

3) Seek refuge in Allāh
from the evil of this dream
Say, “Oh Allah protect me from anything I saw in the dream,” and then put your trust in
Allah

.

4) Spit dryly to your left three times
No saliva should come out.
5) Don’t tell anyone about it
Shayṭān wants for us to spread the negative feelings. As scared as you are, refrain from
doing this because that is exactly what Shayṭān wants you to do.
6) Turn over from the side on which you were sleeping
This changes your haal (state).
7) Get up and pray
This reaffirms trust in Allah

.

Note: All types of magic is kufr and there is no such thing as good magic and bad magic. All types
of magic are disobedience to Allah
and disbelief in Allah
. If you go to a raaqi and he says
the jinn will be used to heal you, then immediately know that this is not someone you should go
to. Ruqya has to be performed according to the Qur’an, Sunnah, and how the companions and
pious predecessors would do it. If a raaqi starts telling you things about yourself, then it is a clear

sign this person is involved with jinn and not someone you should be going to for ruqya or any
type of cure.

Chapter 5: The Psychology of

Shaytan

Shayṭān’s Goals
Shayṭān’s Main Goal: To send every single son of Adam to Hell fire.

Indeed, Shayṭān is an enemy to you; so take him as an enemy. He only invites his party to be
among the companions of the Blaze.
Surat An-Najm [35: 6]

Shayṭān’s Immediate Goals
These are ways Shayṭān gets to his main goal. There is a process by which Iblis works. Ibn AlQayyim refers to these steps as Shayṭān’s levels of attack.
Every single person falls into one of these levels, meaning Shayṭān is trying with us on one or
more of these levels.

To take someone outside the fold of Islam (major
shirk or major kufr)
Those who disbelieve in Allah
are on this level. This is the worst level. Why does Shayṭān
start here? A person who dies upon shirk or kufr has no hope of going to Paradise, and this
means Shayṭān has completely succeeded.
If a person dies upon shirk, they will not be forgiven nor enter paradise. If a person commits
shirk and repents, he can be forgiven.
Hadith qudsi in Sunan al-Tirmidhi and one of Imam al-Nawawi’s 40 hadith:
The Prophet
said, “Allah
said, ‘O child of Adam, if you come to me with sins as great as
the earth and then meet Me and have not associated anything with Me, I will bring you that
same amount or similar amount of forgiveness.’”

No matter what sins you commit, Allah

can forgive you if you die upon it as long as you do

not commit shirk and worship other than Allah

or associate partners with Him.

Anyone who dies upon Islam will eventually end up in Jannah.
This shows us that even Iblis has priorities when it comes to his da’wah. He starts with the most
important thing. If he gets someone to commit a sin, it is not as big a deal as getting someone to
commit kufr.
We should ask ourselves: do we have priorities as well? Do we start with the most important
things or jump to things of lesser importance? Sometimes when we are giving da’wah to
someone, someone may criticize someone who is not wearing hijab but there is a bigger issue to
solve first: the person’s iman.
In order to fight Iblis, we should also have priorities straight and start with the most important
issues.
Iblis does 3 main things to get people to disbelieve:
1) Intellectually: get them to give preference to their ‘aql (intellect)over naql.
Islamically, we live a life of harmony between revelation and intellect. We run into
problems when considering ‘aql to be above everything else.
2) Doubts
3) Desires
If Shayṭān succeeds with someone in this level then they become part of the army of Shayṭān
and one of his helpers.

To make someone commit al-bid‘ah (innovation)
Why does Shayṭān move on to bid’ah? This is the next best thing after kufr. It is very rare for
people to do bid’ah with a bad intention of corrupting the religion. Most people who do bid’ah
have good intentions. The problem is that when someone does something with a good intention,
they don’t realize that they are actually doing a sin and therefore there is no repentance.
Scholars say that committing bid’ah is a major sin. id’ah can lead to shirk and kufr.
The people of Nuh  are a great example of this. These people started with simply making
images of their pious people. Iblis came to them and said that these pious people remind them
of Allah
so make images of them so that you are reminded of Allah
after they die. They
introduced something new. Generations passed and Iblis came to them and said they should
start seeking the help of these pious people. This later generation forgot that the images were
only for a reminder to remember Allah

and not for worship. The bid’ah led to shirk and kufr.

Scholars mention that bid’ah in matters of worship lead to shirk and kufr. When someone is
involved in bid’ah, they don’t even know that they are doing something wrong.
Scholars say our Deen revolve around two main hadith:
1. Hadith of Aisha: The Prophet
said, “A person who brings something new into
this matter of ours will be rejected.”
2. Hadith of Umar: “Actions are by intentions…”
Bid'ah is like "Pandora's Box". You open it and more and more problems come about.
In our times, Shayṭān has come up with a new trick regarding bid’ah by making people afraid of
using the term bid’ah.
How do you save yourself from this level? Always be truthful with Allah

and His Messenger

. This means that any time you are about to do something in terms of ‘ibadah and coming
closer to Allah
, ask yourself: did the Prophet
do this? Did he
teach his
companions to do this? Did the companions practice this action or not? Is this something the
Prophet

encouraged? Is it something found in the religion?

If it is not found in the religion, then no matter who is telling you this action is fine, protect
yourself and do not act upon it. Sunnah is something you are rewarded for if you do it but there
is no punishment if you do not do it. You are punished for bid’ah. By leaving it, you have
protected you religion. No one will feel bad if they are dying knowing that they followed the
Sunnah.
If someone comes to you with a newly invented matter, ask yourself: is this something the
Prophet

did or did not do?

1. Did
-

Authentic hadith

- Not authentic hadith: this means the Prophet
2. Didn’t do it
-

did not do it

Knew: Someone who says this is saying that the Prophet
knew that
something is good and, wal iyya’udhu billah, hid it from us. Who would
say this about the Prophet
? The Prophet
said, “Today I have
completed your religion.” Ibn Umar said there is nothing the Prophet
did not tell us to get to Paradise. In the farewell sermon at Hajj, the
people testified that the Prophet

delivered the message.

-

Didn’t know: Someone who says this is saying that they know more
than the Prophet

of what is needed to get to Paradise and what

will bring us closer to Allah

. No one can claim this!

In the Muwatta’ of Imam Malik, the Prophet
said, “I have left you with two things, and you
will never go astray as long as you hold on to them: the Book of Allah and the Sunnah of His
Messenger

.”

id’ah is the path of Iblis and Sunnah is the path of the Prophet
odds. Bid'ah is the direct opposite of Sunnah.

and they will always be at

One way to protect ourselves from this is to implement the Sunnah of the Prophet
the small things. Try to implement the habits of the Prophet

, even in

in our daily lives. Aisha

narrates in Sahih Bukhari: “The Prophet
liked to start from his right when wearing his shoes,
combing his hair, and making wudu’.” Once we bring the barakah of that, we protect ourselves
from Iblis.
One of the biggest sources of bid’ah is a lack of knowledge. When people are ignorant about
the religion, they fall into bid’ah. The more you educate yourself about your religion and Deen,
the more you will be in opposition to Iblis and the concept of bid’ah.
Ibn Abbas in a hadith in Ibn Majah, al-Tirmidhi, and others said that the Prophet
said, “A
single faqih is more formidable against the Shayṭān than a thousand devout worshippers.” Why?
Because the faqih (scholar) worships Allah
years worshipping Allah

correctly. A thousand worshippers may spend

incorrectly.

Note: Some scholars consider this hadith to be weak. It seems this hadith is hasan li ghayrihi,
which is a hadith which is weak but not inauthentic, meaning there is a problem in the chain
somewhere but this hadith is narrated by so many different people that the number of
narrations bring strength to one another. Some scholars are of the opinion that it remains weak
while others say the number of narrations make it acceptable.

To make someone commit major sins
Imam al-Dhahabi wrote a book called Al-Kabaa’ir. This helps to identify the abaa’ir and protect
you from falling into the major sins.
What is the difference between a major sin and minor sin?
Major sins are those sins for which there is a specific punishment mentioned in the Qur’an and
Sunnah in the akhirah or dunya. For example, the qisas (retribution) for murdering someone is
that they are punished by death. This is a major sin. (Note: this only occurs in an Islamic state

with a qadhi). And major sins require specific tawbah (repentance). The person specifically has
to ask Allah


to forgive him for that sin.

Example: Hadith of isra wa’l-miraj in Bukhari. The Prophet
said he was shown some
punishments from the barzakh and came across a big pit of fire and there were people
in this fire who were naked and the fire would eat up their body and they would be
screaming. After their bodies were burned, the bodies would become normal and they
would be burned again. The Prophet

asked who these people were and Jibril said

they were adulterers. The Prophet
also saw people in a river of blood and their
heads were being hit by rocks and they kept falling back into the river. Jibril said these
people were being punished because they were involved in riba. The Prophet
saw
people whose lips and tongues were being cut with scissors and then they would be put
back together. Jibril told the Prophet
that these people were being punished
because they were involved in backbiting.
Minor sins are those which have no specific punishment found in the Qur’an and Sunnah. Minor
sins do not require specific tawbah and can be forgiven in different ways. For example, one
jumu’ah to the next forgives sins. This refers to minor sins.
Note: the greatest sin is shirk and it is in a category on its own.

To make someone commit minor sins
Minor sins are things which do not require specific tawbah. They can be erased by our good
deeds.
Many religious people fall into this category.
Even in the minor sins, Iblis is very smart. A person may look at their minor sins and say it is not
a big deal. They may think that their good deeds will erase their minor sins. Iblis is successful in
convincing the person that these are small and minor and not a big deal.
The Prophet
told us in the hadith of Sahl b. Sa’d in the Musnad of Imam Ahmad: “Beware of
those sins that people view as small or those sins that people belittle. The example of a person
who gets involved in these minor sins is the example of a group of people who go to spend the
night in a valley and from this group of people, one person goes and brings a little bit of wood.
Another goes and brings a little bit of wood. Another goes and brings a little bit of wood. As
soon as the wood is lit, a huge fire goes up. When a person indulges in minor sins, he will be
destroyed by them.”
Shayṭān misrepresents things to us. He gets us to compare minor sins to major sins. A person
involved in minor sins will eventually fall into major sins. Minor sins lead to major sins. This is
why Shayṭān uses this as the next category.

To make someone waste his or her time in
permissible things
Iblis cloaks and covers and doesn’t show the reality. With bid’ah, the truth is covered with
something we think is good.
Shayṭān will bombard a person with permissible things so they have no time to do anything
which is better.


Example: A newly married couple who has had the nikah but not the walimah. These
couples will spend hours on the phone talking. They are not doing anything wrong.
Sometimes there is nothing to talk about so people start talking about hypothetical
situations (i.e. naming children). When a couple is living together, it is easier to solve
their disagreements. Living together also means that they are having marital relations
and when there is a physical relationship, it is a lot easier to get over something you
don’t like.



Example: sports. A trick of Shayṭān is to make you obsessed with sports. It can be any
hobby which is halal. They start losing out on other things which are important.



Example: instead of paying attention to the message of the khuṭbah, we think about
other things (his style of delivery, his Arabic grammar, the tone of his voice, etc.).

Sometimes it is a simple matter of getting people to sit around and do nothing. This is okay
sometimes, but when it gets excessive, then Shayṭān has succeeded on this level.

To make someone choose to do the lesser of two
good deeds
Shayṭān will get you to pick the action with the lesser reward. As Shaykh Saad was preparing this
section, he realized that ‘asr had come in an hour earlier. Shayṭān had succeeded. It is better to
pray the prayer at its earliest time.
Shayṭān gets us in this level in knowledge and worship. The Prophet
said, “The superiority
of an ‘alim over an ‘abid is like my superiority over the least of you.” A person who has
knowledge is able to tell in which matter there is more reward or less reward. They are able to
tell if an act of worship is sunnah or bid’ah. Sometimes we think of Islam as individualistic and
we forget that as a Muslim we are part of the ummah and have rights upon one another.
Imam Ahmad said about tahajjud, “Tahajjud is for myself, but the actions of the ummah are for
everyone, so I would rather do what is going to help more people than what will help less
people.”



Story of Hafsah, the daughter of Umar : When her husband passed away, Umar went
first to Uthman and offered his daughter in marriage to him but Uthman refused. He
then went to Abu Bakr who refused as well. Eventually, the Prophet
daughter.

married his

Why did Umar go to Uthman before Abu Bakr? Isn’t Abu Bakr the best of the
companions? Abu Bakr has the highest rank amongst the companions. The wife of
Uthman had passed away and Abu Bakr already had two wives. Even though Abu Bakr
was better than Uthman, he knew Uthman didn’t have a wife. This shows that
knowledge is so important – Shayṭān will get you to do the lesser of the two actions.
Ibn al-Qayyim told us the best form of worship. He said, “The best act of worship depends on
the time and the place and to see what is best in that time and place.” If someone brings you
food and the adhan is called and the masjid is close by, then the preferred action is: The
Prophet
said, “If food is presented to you and the prayer has been established, then start
with the food.” This is the fiqh of understanding what is best to do in that time and place. There
is more reward in eating. Why? When you go pray your prayer, if you go hungry, then you will
be thinking about the food. If you were to eat first and then pray, the quality of your prayer
would be much better. Also, because you ate first, you implemented the Sunnah of the Prophet
and there is reward in that action.


In prayer, we are not allowed to speak. If the imam makes a mistake in the prayer, then
according to the majority of scholars, you can correct him. The Sunnah is to correct him
and there is more reward to do this. Even women should clap their hands to correct the
imam.

Sometimes parents may do things to their children which lower their self-worth or self-esteem.
It is common in the desi community for parents to say that their children must become a doctor.
This may not be everyone’s strength and they may have a tough time succeeding in this. This
child may think that he is not smart. That child’s strength may lie in another field. It is from the
fiqh and understanding of a parent to look at their child’s strengths and weaknesses and
encourage them in their strengths.
This applies to ‘ibadah too. For some people, they are not good at fasting sunnah fasts, but it is
easy for them to wake up for qiyam’l-layl. Focus on something you have no problem with.

Ruining acts of obedience to Allāh

"O you who have believed, do not invalidate your charities with reminders or injury as
does one who spends his wealth [only] to be seen by the people and does not believe in
Allah and the Last Day. His example is like that of a [large] smooth stone upon which is
dust and is hit by a downpour that leaves it bare. They are unable [to keep] anything of
what they have earned. And Allah does not guide the disbelieving people."
Sūrat’l-Baqarah [2:264]
An act of worship can be ruined even after it is done, and this goes back to the issue of intention.
One of the biggest goals of Shayṭān is to mess with our intentions. He will get us to change our
intentions or play with them after they are already decided.

An all-out attack
If Shayṭān is unsuccessful in the above, then he will make an all-out physical attack. If we get to
this level, we will be tested very severely. When your iman is at this level, then the tests get
serious. An example of this is Umar who was at a level at which Shayṭān could not get to him.
Umar died after being stabbed by a Majoosi named Abu Lu'lu' with a poisoned dagger.
“Islam began as something strange and will go back to being strange, so glad tidings to the
strangers.’” [Sunan Ibn Majah]
All of the people of knowledge were tested. Imam Malik was beaten to the point where he
couldn’t raise his hands to pray. Ibn Taymiyyah was jailed.

Shayṭān’s Motivations
Why does Shayṭān care if we go to heaven or hell?
 Shayṭān sees Adam (AS) as the father of mankind and blames Adam. He wants to
make sure we end up in the Hellfire.
 Some scholars mention that when we fight the shayāṭīn, we are fighting a war with
prisoners. It is like fighting with people who have nothing to lose. Sayyid Kutb said
about Iblis: “He doesn’t ask for respite because he doesn’t regret what he has done.
Rather, he takes revenge from Adam and his progeny.”

An analysis of Shayṭān’s speech
Let’s take some examples of Shayṭān’s speech as mentioned in the Qur’ān. What conclusions
can we come to?

[Allāh] said, “ Iblīs, what prevented you from prostrating to that which I created with y hands
Were you arrogant [then], or were you [already] among the haughty ” He said, “I am better than
him. You created me from fire and created him from clay.” [Allāh] said, “ hen get out of aradise,
for indeed, you are e pelled. And indeed, upon you is y curse until the Day of ecompense.” He
said, “ y Lord, then reprieve me until the Day they are resurrected.” [Allāh] said, “So indeed, you
are of those reprieved until the Day of the time well- nown.” [Iblīs] said, “ y Your might, I will
surely mislead them all except, among them, Your chosen servants.”
Sūrat aad [38:75-83]
Allah

tells us about Iblis refusing to make sajdah. Allah

tells us that He commanded Iblis

to make sajdah. In this ayah, Allah
shows the honor He gave to Adam in that He created
Adam with His Hands. This arrogance is even higher because Iblis disregards the argument
presented by Allah
Allah

and still thinks that he is better than Adam.

can raise someone up and take them down when they become disobedient to Allah.

The la’na of Allah means: 1) anger and 2) distance. The anger of Allah

is upon Iblis. Also,

Iblis is distant from the Mercy of Allah
. This will last until the Day of Judgment and after
which he will be punished in the Hellfire.
By saying, “I swear by Your Honor…” Iblis is mentioning the highest possible thing that he can
swear by, the Honor of Allah.

And [mention] when e said to the angels, “ rostrate to dam,” and they prostrated, e cept for
Iblīs. He said, “Should I prostrate to one You created from clay ” [Iblīs] said, “Do You see this one
whom You have honored above me? If You delay me until the Day of Resurrection, I will surely
destroy his descendants, e cept for a few.”
Sūrat’l-Isrā’ [
-62]
This shows Iblis’ arrogance and viewing of himself to be better than Adam. The word
aHtalikanna comes from the root Hanaka. TaHnik is the Sunnah of the Prophet
to chew a
bit of a date and put it in the baby’s mouth. It is alluding to the fact that Iblis will be the enemy
of the child since the first day and the second connotation is that just like a child has an
upbringing, he will make sure it is a bad upbringing. The other meaning of Hanaka is when
someone puts a rope in a horse’s mouth to control it. Iblis will try to control the progeny of
Adam and lead them to the Hellfire.
Iblis' confidence is one way to hide his insecurities. Iblis knows he has insecurities. He went from
the highest of worshippers to the lowest of creation.
“…except for a few…”
The scholars mention that in this position, Iblis is not actually sure and doesn’t know how many
people he will mislead. He is making boastful claims. He is very confident in the way he is
speaking. Sometimes confidence is a way for a person to hide their insecurities. Iblis is trying to
bully the children of Adam.

And do not be like those who came forth from their homes insolently and to be seen by people
and avert [them] from the way of Allāh. And Allāh is encompassing of what they do. And
[remember] when Shayṭān made their deeds pleasing to them and said, “ o one can overcome
you today from among the people, and indeed, I am your protector.” ut when the two armies
sighted each other, he turned on his heels and said, “Indeed, I am disassociated from you. Indeed,
I see what you do not see indeed I fear Allāh. And Allāh is severe in penalty.”
Sūrat’l-Anfāl [
-48]

Jaar is someone who is your neighbor, and this is supposed to be someone who protects you and
looks out for you. This is similar to what he says to the people in the Hellfire. Iblis says, “I fear
Allah and Allah is most severe in punishment.” What is happening here?
Surakhah b. Malik: During the Battle of Badr, a man by the name of Surakhah b. Malik from the
Banu Kinaanah went to the Quraysh and told them that the Banu Kinaanah would protect them.
He reassured the Quraysh that no one will overcome them. He said, “I will be your protector,
and the tribe of Banu Kinaanah will be your protector.” However, what happened? When the
armies came together and he saw them come together, he turned and fled. He said, “I am free
from you.” This is the habit of Iblis: giving reassurances and making false promises and when the
punishment of Allah
comes, he backs out. Scholars say that he saw Jibril and the angels
come down and when he saw the power of the angels, he fled. At this moment, he said, “I fear
Allah

.”

Why does Iblis say at this moment that he fears Allah
? Iblis is taking the knife and twisting it.
He is telling them that the people were fools to believe him. He is saying that even he knows
how powerful Allah

is.

[The hypocrites are] like the example of Shayṭān when he says to man, "Disbelieve." But when he
disbelieves, he says, "Indeed, I am disassociated from you. Indeed, I fear Allāh, Lord of the
worlds." Sūrat’l- ashr [59:16]
Allah

is reminding us of the personality of Iblis and that Iblis is a habitual liar. Shayṭān will

make false promises and reassure you. Allah
is saying this is the way the hypocrites are as
well. The hypocrites are the helpers of Shayṭān. This ayah is also proof of the fact that
ruboobiyyah necessitates ‘uloohiyyah. Ruboobiyyah is the belief that Allah
Sustainer, Lord, Rabb. If a person believes that only Allah

is our Creator,

is their Lord and Sustainer, then it

necessitates that Allah
is the only Lord worthy of worship. Iblis fears Allah
knows He is the only Lord.

because he

hom Allāh has cursed. or he had said, “I will surely ta e from among Your servants a specific
portion. And I will mislead them, and I will arouse in them [sinful] desires, and I will command
them so they will slit the ears of cattle, and I will command them so they will change the creation
of Allāh.” And whoever ta es Shayṭān as an ally instead of Allāh has certainly sustained a clear
loss. Shayṭān promises them and arouses desire in them. But Shayṭān does not promise them
except delusion. Sūrat’l- isā’ [
- 120]
The "specific portion" includes the aiders and helpers of Iblis. First he says that he will take from
His servants a specific portion. Then he says, “I will surely mislead them.” Then he says, “I will
certainly give rise to their desires.” He then says, “I will command them to cut the ears of cattle.”
Iblis is building up intense hype of what he will do to the slaves of Allah and then he concludes
with the statement about cutting the ears of cattle. It seems like a insignificant statement, but
Iblis is smart in the way he works. At the time of the Prophet , the Arabs had a lot of
superstitions regarding cutting the ears of cattle. Everything that came out of it would lead to
shirk – minor and possibly major.
Iblis comes to us with very small things, but the implications of them are so large. Scholars say
the distortion of Allah’s
creation has three meanings:
1) He will get them to physically harm themselves (i.e. drugs, plastic surgery). Iblis will
make them think that they are doing something good.
2) Changing the creation from worshipping Allah
3)

to worshipping other than Allah

. He will get the creation to worship people, saints, rocks, trees, the sun, etc.
He will get the people to change the fitrah. The fitrah is the natural inclination to
worship Allah
. The Prophet
said, “No one is born except that he is born on
the fitrah…” (Sahih Muslim and Bukhari]

Shayṭān only promises them with deception.

Shayṭān’s Sermon to the People of Hellfire

And Shayṭān will say when the matter has been concluded, "Indeed, Allāh had promised you the
promise of truth. And I promised you, but I betrayed you. But I had no authority over you except
that I invited you, and you responded to me. So do not blame me, but blame yourselves. I cannot
be called to your aid, nor can you be called to my aid. Indeed, I deny your association of me [with
Allāh] before. Indeed, for the wrongdoers is a painful punishment."
Sūrah Ibrāhīm [
]
[Refer to the Introduction for notes]

Chapter 6 | Shaytan’s Army
We are at war with Shayṭān, and he has an army. The army of Shayṭān are the helpers of
Shayṭān and those who share in the goal of Shayṭān and help him to carry out his mission of
sending everyone to the Hellfire.

And Paradise will be brought near [that Day] to the righteous. And Hellfire will be brought forth
for the deviators, And it will be said to them, “ here are those you used to worship other than
Allāh Can they help you or help themselves ” So they will be overturned into Hellfire, they and
the deviators and the soldiers of Iblīs, all together.
Sūrat’l-Shu‘arā’ [26:90-95]
Allah

is speaking about the Hellfire here.

Iblīs is the Leader of His Army

Hadith of Jaabir b. Abdullah: “Iblīs places his throne upon water; he then sends detachments
(for creating dissension); those who are nearer to him in rank are the ones who are most
notorious in creating dissension. One of them comes and says, ‘I did such-and-such.’ And [Iblīs]
he says, ‘You have done nothing.’ Then one amongst them comes and says, ‘I did not leave soand-so until I caused dissension between him and his wife. Iblīs then comes close to him and

says ‘Yes, you [have done well]!’” Al-A‘mash added, “He then embraces him.” [Muslim]
We know that this is his army from jinn.

Shayṭān’s army is made up of:
1) Soldiers from the jinn
2) Soldiers from mankind

Shayṭān’s Soldiers from the jinn:
1) Progeny of Shayṭān
These are the children or children’s children of Iblis. Iblis does have a family and descendants.

And [mention] when e said to the angels, " rostrate to dam," and they prostrated, e cept for
Iblīs. He was of the jinn and departed from the command of his Lord. hen will you ta e him and
his descendants as allies other than Me while they are enemies to you? Wretched it is for the
wrongdoers as an exchange.
Sūrat’l-Kahf [18:50]
We do not know the details about them or exactly what they are like. We only know that he has
dhuriyyah, and beyond that we don’t know anything. Allah
left out the details of the
progeny of Shayṭān, which means that this knowledge is not important for us.

2) The Shayāṭīn from the Jinn
Those jinn who obey and follow and support Iblis are known as the shayāṭīn. These jinn disobey
Allah

and follow Iblis.

And among us are the righteous, and among us are [others] not so; we were [of] divided ways.
Sūrat’l-Jinn [72:11]

And among us are uslims [in submission to Allāh], and among us are the unjust. And whoever
has become Muslim - those have sought out the right course.
Sūrat’l-Jinn [72:14]
From the jinn, there are those who are Muslim and obedient to Allah
who are disobedient to Allah

and there are others

and follow Iblis or his dhurriyyah.

3) ʿIfrīt
Ifrīt refers to a powerful jinn. Scholars differed over whether ‘ifrit refers to a category of the jinn
or a particular jinn. Majority of the scholars said that it is a type of jinn and not a particular one.

A powerful one from among the jinn said, “I will bring it to you before you rise from your place,
and indeed, I am for this [tas ] strong and trustworthy.”
Sūrat’l-Naml [27:39]
Sulayman was able to have control over the jinn. It seems that this is more of a description for
the jinn; so amongst them are jinn who are powerful and they make up the army of Iblis.
‘Ifrit is mentioned in the Sunnah in the hadith of Abu Hurayrah in Sahih Bukhari. The Prophet
said, “One of the ‘ifrit from the jinn came to me last night to disturb my prayer but Allah
gave me power over this jinn and I was able to overcome him. I intended to tie him to one of the
pillars of the masjid so all of you would be able to witness him, but I remembered that Allah gave
control over the jinn to Sulayman and it was particular to him so I let him go.”
In the ayah and Hadith, ‘ifrit is mentioned without the “al-“; therefore, it means “a ‘ifrit” and
shows us it is a description for a type of jinn and is not referring to a particular jinn.

4) The Qarīn

His [devil] companion will say, "Our Lord, I did not make him transgress, but he [himself] was in
extreme error." [Allāh] will say: "Dispute not with each other in My Presence: I had already in
advance sent you Warning. The Word changes not before Me, and I do not the least injustice to
My Servants."
Sūrah Qāf [
-29]
This shows us that we cannot blame our qarīn for the sins that we commit. Qarīn comes from
the verb qarana which means to accompany or be close or be the second of two. We always
have the qarīn with us.
The Prophet
jinn.

said with every child of Adam is a qarīn from the angels and a qarīn from the

Abdullah b. Mas’ud narrates that the Prophet
said, “There is none amongst you with whom
there is not a consort from the jinn.” They (the Companions) said, “And what about you O
Messenger of Allāh?” He
then said, “And me as well. However, Allāh has helped me against
him and so I am safe from him, and he does not command except with good.” [Muslim]
In another narration: fa aslamu, which means “and I have become safe from him.” The scholars
say that both interpretations are valid and acceptable. It either means the qarīn became Muslim
or that the Prophet

became safe from him.

The Messenger of Allāh
said: “When any one of you prays, you should not allow anyone to
pass before you. If they refuse [to not pass in front of you], then you should forcibly stop them,
for with them is their qarīn.” [Muslim]
If someone tries to pass in front of you in between you and your area of sajdah, the scholars say
that you should put your hand out in front of them. If they still try to pass in front of you, then
the Prophet

said you should fight them. This means that you forcefully stop them as much

as you can. The Prophet

is saying that if the person still insists on passing in front of you

then it’s possible the qarīn is encouraging him to do so to break your prayer.
According to one reading of the hadith, the qarīn of the Prophet

became Muslim. Does this

mean that if we are pious enough that our qarin can become Muslim? The Prophet
said
“illa (except)” meaning that it is an exception for him and no one else has been given this
exception. Some scholars said it could also apply to the other prophets, but Allahu A’lam (Allah
knows best).
We do know that a person can weaken their qarīn and take away power from him. In the
musnad of Imam Ahmad, Abu Hurayrah narrates that the Prophet
said, “A believer can
certainly wear down / tire out their qarin just like a person may tire out or wear down their
riding animal during travel.” If you don’t give a riding animal any rest, it will wear down.” If we
are constantly working at our qarin, we can reduce its power. This means that we are constantly
involved in the obedience of Allah

(i.e. Qur’an, du’a, dhikr).

Khinzib

‘Uthmān b. Abu al-‘Āṣ came to the Prophet
and said, “O Messenger of Allāh
, the
Shayṭān intervenes between me and my prayer and my reciting of the Qur’ān and he confuses
me.” The Prophet
said, “That is a shayṭān known as Khinzib. If you sense him, seek refuge
in Allāh from him and spit to your left three times.” He [‘Uthmān] said, “I did that and Allāh
dispelled him from me.” [Muslim]
This teaches us that the guidance of the Prophet
is that if we get confused in our prayer or
are not paying attention, then this could be the Shayṭān called Khinzib and we should seek
refuge in Allah
from the Shayṭān (this would include Iblis and all of his supporters and allies)
by reciting the isti'adha.
Apart from these names of shayāṭīn from the jinn, the other ahadith with names of shayāṭīn are
not authentic. The names above are the only names which are authentic.

The Shayāṭīn from Mankind

And thus We have made for every prophet an enemy - devils from mankind and jinn, inspiring to
one another decorative speech in delusion. But if your Lord had willed, they would not have done
it, so leave them and that which they invent. Sūrat’l-An‘ām [
]
This shows us that there are shayāṭīn from the ins (mankind) and jinn. Generally the term
shayāṭīn can refer to mankind and jinn and it is not just specific to the jinn. These are those
people who are the supporters and allies of Iblis. They help Iblis in his cause. The shayāṭīn from
the jinn and the shayāṭīn from mankind help the Shayṭān in the methods of deception. For
example, a friend may encourage you to do evil or disobey Allah
from mankind.

, and this may be a Shayṭān

Mālik b. Dinār said: "Certainly a human shayṭān is more difficult for me to deal with than a jinn
shayṭān. That is because when I seek refuge in Allāh, the jinn shayṭān runs away from me while
the human shayṭān personally tries to drag me towards a sin." [Tafsīr’l-Qurṭubi]
Imagine that there is someone who comes up to you and tells you to go the club. When a person
says a’udhi billahi min al-Shayṭān’l-rajim, the shayāṭīn from the jinn would run away but the
human of the shayāṭīn would not go away. Sometimes it is more difficult to fight the shayāṭīn
from the ins than the shayāṭīn from the jinn. The shayāṭīn from mankind may be more
dangerous even though we see them and they may be more of a test and trial to deal with than
the shayāṭīn from jinn.
Important Note: It is not for us to label people as shayāṭīn from mankind. The point is to
become aware that there are shayāṭīn from mankind.

Allies of Shayṭān vs. the Allies of Allāh

O children of dam, let not Shayṭān tempt you as he removed your parents from Paradise,
stripping them of their clothing to show them their private parts. Indeed, he sees you, he and his
tribe, from where you do not see them. Indeed, We have made the devils allies to those who do

not believe.
Sūrat’l-A‘rāf [

]

This can refer to the shayāṭīn from mankind and jinn. Those who may take an antagonistic
approach to Islam or harm Muslims or Islam are allies of the shayāṭīn.

And do not eat of that upon which the name of Allāh has not been mentioned, for indeed, it is
grave disobedience. And indeed do the devils inspire their allies [among men] to dispute with you.
And if you were to obey them, indeed, you would be associators [of others with Him].
Sūrat’l-An‘ām [6:121]
Allah  describes to the awliyah and allies of Shayṭān.

The Allies of Allāh

Unquestionably, [for] the allies of Allāh there will be no fear concerning them, nor will they grieve.
hose who believed and were fearing Allāh. or them are good tidings in the worldly life and in
the Hereafter. o change is there in the words of Allāh. hat is what is the great attainment.
Sūrah Yūnus [
-64]

Allāh is the ally of those who believe. He brings them out from dar nesses into the light. And
those who disbelieve - their allies are ṭāghūt. hey ta e them out of the light into dar nesses.
Those are the companions of the Fire; they will abide eternally therein.
Sūrat’l-Baqarah [2:257]
Allah

has awliyah and Iblis has awliyah and the shayāṭīn have awliyah.

The Allies of Shayṭān

Indeed, there is for him no authority over those who have believed and rely upon their
Lord. His authority is only over those who take him as an ally and those who through him
associate others with Allāh.
Sūrat’l-Na l [16:99-100]

…And whoever takes Shayṭān as an ally instead of Allāh has certainly sustained a clear loss.
Sūrat’l- isā’ [
]

Hadith of Abu Hurayrah: Allāh’s Messenger
said, “Allāh said, ‘I will declare war against the
one who shows hostility to a pious slave of Mine. And the most beloved matter by which My

slave comes near to Me is that which I have enjoined upon them; and My slave keeps coming
nearer to Me through performing superogatory deeds until I love them. So I become their sense
of hearing with which they hear, and their sense of sight with which they see, and their hand
with which they grip, and their leg with which they walk. If they ask Me, I will give them, and if
they ask for My protection, I will protect them. I do not hesitate to do anything as I hesitate to
take the soul of the believer, for they hate death, and I hate to disappoint them.’”[al-Bukhāri]
We always seek the allegiance of Allah
ally and disassociate from Iblis. Taking Allah

in everything that we do and make Allah

our

as an ally means that you seek that which

pleases Allah
in all of your matters and make a conscious effort to stay away from those
things that please Iblis or the shayāṭīn. The further you are from the cause of Iblis, the closer you
are to the cause of Allah

.

Chapter 7: How Shaytan
Deceives People at Different
Levels of Religiosity
These are the methods (strategies, tools, and tricks) employed by Shayṭān. He has a plan of
attack for every single person, religious or not, strong or weak, young or old, male or female! He
has been strategizing and perfecting his attacks since the creation of Ādam (ʿalayhi’l-salām).

Levels of Religiosity:
NM

S
N
LI
RM

AC

Non-Muslims or non-practicing Muslims (includes Muslim only by
culture) - Those who are heedless to purpose of life:
 Antagonistic towards traditional Islam
 Indifferent towards traditional Islam
Those seeking out the purpose of life; looking for spirituality
New Muslims or newly-practicing Muslims
Muslims dealing with low īmān
“Religious” Muslims
 Laymen (practicing but with not much knowledge)
 Students of knowledge
 Learned individuals
All categories

Shayṭān comes to people in different ways. You will be able to recognize how Shayṭān or Iblis
deceives you. Every time an example is shown, we will place it in one of the above categories

Note: Shayṭān tries extra hard with learned individuals to get them to commit major sins.
Why?
Iblis’s strategy is to try to get “the most bang for his buck”. He does this by first getting a
knowledgeable person like a scholar or imam to fall into a sin. If this person falls into sin, then
people begin to think “if such a learned person falls into sin, how can I not fall into it?” After
Shayṭān makes the knowledgeable person fall into sin, he inspires arrogance and leads him to
wrongly justify his own actions. Allah

says, “…ask the people of knowledge if you don’t

know” (16:43). When people look up to the actions of the person of knowledge and follow them
after they justify their actions, it will cause a domino effect leading many more people to be
misled.
A real example for us in our times is when a knowledgeable person or leader makes it their goal
in life to criticize other scholars, imams, and teachers. This can lead other people who follow
that person’s footsteps to think “if a scholar can backbite so-and-so and call him deviant, then so
can I.” This explains why some people today rashly accuse other scholars and make it their life
goal to find their mistakes or flaws, whether it is true or not!
Even if being angry is not a problem we personally face, we may have other faults as well. These
tips are for us to be able to help people (and ourselves) if we find them in one of these
categories.

Making evil look good/enticing

[Iblīs] said, " y Lord, because You have put me in error, I will surely ma e [disobedience]
attractive to them on earth, and I will mislead them all. Except, among them, Your chosen
servants."
Sūrat’l - ijr [15:39-40]
During the Battle of Badr, when the Quraish army was going to war against the Prophet , the
Shayṭān beautified their actions for them and made it seem like what they were doing was
correct and fine.
“And [remember] when Satan made their deeds pleasing to them...” Surat Al-Anfaal [8:48]
Example: Sex outside of marriage is “making love”, living recklessly without fear of the future is
YOLO, Interest


Shayṭān will make this action seem very pleasant. Shayṭān conceals from us the ill
effects of that type of ideology. Shayṭān will hide from us all the problems we see in
society such as the issue of children born outside of wedlock and the life-long issues
they deal with (i.e. neglected by both parents, raised by a single parent).



The Prophet
said, “if one of you sees something in another woman (i.e. enticed),
rush back to your wife for indeed your wife has what she has.” One of the tricks of

Shayṭān is to make people think that there is something special about a man or woman
who is foreign to them and that he/she is better than what they have at home. Shayṭān
has made them more enticing.


Lower your gaze so that you don’t see the best part of strangers. Let’s be honest, profile
pictures are the best pictures, so lowering your gaze online is just as essential. Another
issue is when we start comparing our lives to others but forget that people only post the
highlights of their lives online. They may be ordinary just like us, but with more time to
take pictures or share statuses of their best moments for the world to see.

Making good seem insincere


When a person starts practicing Islam, Iblis may come to this person, especially during
times of difficultly when someone is most likely to turn towards Allah
make du’a to
Him, and pray their five daily prayers on time along with qiyam’l-layl. Shayṭān will
convince this person that he is not sincere and that he is a hypocrite (only coming to
Allah

in times of need).

If we don’t want to feel like a hypocrite, we shouldn’t neglect the good in our lives (e.g.
abandoning the prayer altogether thinking it doesn’t fit our lifestyle). Instead, we should try to
get rid of the feeling of hypocrisy by removing the bad in our lives (e.g. praying to Allah
even in good times).


And in sad or depressing situations, we must remember that Allah
these tests so that we can get closer to Him.

puts us through

Ibn al-Jawzi wrote a story in his book The Devil’s Deception. Shaykh Saad couldn’t find a
reference for it and some scholars say it goes back to the Isra’iliyyaat. Ibn al-Jawzi says this story
was narrated by al-Hasan al-Basri:
There was a tree which was worshipped besides Allah
. One of the pious men
wanted to go chop this tree down and Iblis came to this person in the form of a man.
He said to this man, “Where are you going?” He said, “I am going to chop the tree
down because it is worshipped in place of Allah
.” Iblis said, “Why is this bothering
you? I will give you two dinars every night if you don’t chop down this tree.” The man
said, “Where will these two dinars come from?” Iblis said, “I will give them to you.”
The man agreed. The first night went by and he found two dinars in his bed. Another
night went by and he found another two dinars. Another night went by and he found
another two dinars. This happened regularly until one day came when this person
found nothing in his bed, and he got angry. He said, “Most certainly I will go and chop
down this tree because he promised me two dinars.” Iblis came back to this person
and said, “Where are you going?” He said, “To chop down this tree because it is
worshipped other than Allah
.” Iblis said, “Do you know who I am?” He said, “No.”
Iblis said, “I am the Shayṭān and have certainly deceived you and you are not going to

chop down the tree for the sake of Allah
but only because you didn’t receive two
dinars from me.” This is how Iblis got mastery over this person.

Think About It




How this method of deception affects people at different levels of religiosity?
How this method of deception affects me?
What would be my personal solution?

Giving nice names to bad things /
Misrepresentation of Sins

Then Shayṭān whispered to him he said, " dam, shall I direct you to the tree of eternity and
possession that will not deteriorate?" Sūrah ṬāHa [
]
Example: To take something like lewdness or immodesty and call it freedom.


A person may be committing minor sins and the Shayṭān will tell this person that he has
nothing to worry about because they are only minor sins. This is misrepresentation.



This is how Shayṭān will come to us and rationalize our sins.

Example: Iblis will tell people backbiting is commanding the good and forbidding the evil.


Sometimes we cause more evil by commanding the good and forbidding the evil.

Example: When you are focused on something, Iblis will make you focus on something less
important.


There may be a brother involved in da’wah work but at the expense of neglecting his
family or parents. This person feels like they are doing so much good work and may be
praised in public. To the general public, it may seem like he is doing some good work,
but Iblis is misrepresenting what is actually happening. It may be that this person may
be getting sins for what they are doing.



Iblis will tell people backbiting is commanding the good and forbidding the evil.
Sometimes we cause more evil by commanding the good and forbidding the evil.

In Makkah, there was a man standing outside of the Haram during Hajj time and smoking a
cigarette. He was wearing his ihram. Another man saw him smoking and became very upset
and said, “Why are you smoking a cigarette? You need to fear Allah

! You are here for Hajj

and wearing ihram and smoking a cigarette in Makkah a few hundred feet away from the
Ka’bah.” The man ignored this and it seemed like he was saying who are you to tell me what to
do. He kept smoking. The other man became more and more angry and started yelling at him
more and more until people started gathering around him. The man who was smoking remained
quiet. The other man became louder and louder and more and more upset. The face of the
man smoking was getting red and he became upset. Other people started joining in and asking
him to put out his cigarette. The man smoking said, “Wallahi, I’m never going to quit smoking.”
This man said this in Makkah standing a few hundred feet away from the Ka’bah. As bad as it
was for this man to take an oath like that, this person who was berating him has a lot of the
blame in this because he was doing this under the guise of commanding the good and forbidding
the evil. He caused more harm than good.


This is how Shayṭān will misrepresent something to us. Before you command the good
and forbid the evil, one of the shurut (conditions) is to weigh the harms and benefits. If
it is going to cause more harm, then you are not allowed to tell them what is wrong.
Shayṭān will make you hasten to misrepresent a certain deed as something good.

Example: The sin of backbiting often gets misrepresented. Everyone from scholars to laymen
can fall under this trap. They will say, “I’m not saying something which isn’t true.” Backbiting is
simply to say something about your brother/sister that they wouldn’t like for you to say.
Scholars say it can even be a description of a person (i.e. saying someone is fat / bald but the
person wouldn’t like for you to describe him that way).

Think About It




How this method of deception affects people at different levels of religiosity?
How this method of deception affects me?
What would be my personal solution?

Causing one to go into extremes (Extremism)
Ibn al-Qayyim said, “Allāh
never orders anything except that Shayṭān takes two
contradictory stances towards it: either shortcoming and negligence or overzealousness and
exaggeration.”
When Allah
gives a commandment to do or not do something, Shayṭān will cause you to
take a stance: laxity and carelessness or obsession. This is a common trap of Shayṭān. On
almost every issue, you can find people on each extreme.
Example: Not acknowledging salah, therefore neglecting it
Example: Three men came to the visit the Prophet
and asked about his worship. One of
them said, “I’m never going to get married.” Another said he will fast every day, and another
said he would pray all night. This is an extreme stance. The Prophet
goes outside of my sunnah is not from me.” id’ah is extremism.

said, “The person who



Wasatiyyah is a core concept of Islam. Ahl’l-sunnah wa’l-jama’ah always seek to be in
the middle.

Think About It




How this method of deception affects people at different levels of religiosity?
How this method of deception affects me?
What would be my personal solution?

Procrastination and laziness

Allah’s Messenger  said, “During your sleep, the Shayṭān ties three knots at the back of the
head of each of you, and he breathes the following words at each knot, ‘The night is long, so
keep on sleeping.’ If that person wakes up and remembers Allāh, one knot is undone. If they
perform ablution, then the second knot is undone. If they pray, then all the knots are undone,
and they get up in the morning lively and in good spirits, otherwise they get up in low spirits and
lazy.” [Bukhāri]
When you miss salat’l-fajr, it affects your whole day, and Iblis knows this, which is why he ties the
three knots. He tries hard to make sure we don’t wake up for fajr. The Prophet
don’t wake up for fajr, then the laziness will last throughout the day. The Prophet
seek refuge in Allah

said if we
would

from laziness.

Procrastination is a major trick of Shayṭān. He will get you to delay a good deed.
Example: a person may want to make Hajj, but Shayṭān gets you to say that you don’t want to
make Hajj or that you make Hajj when you are old.
Example: Delaying tawbah. Shayṭān may fail in getting the person to not make tawbah.
Shayṭān will get them to delay their tawbah to the point where they will never be able to make it.
We never know how long we have to live and we know our repentance will be accepted as long
as our soul hasn’t left our body. Iblis wants you to be in a position where after you die, you say,
“O Allah

, send me back that perhaps I may do something pious in my previous life!”

Example: “I’ll become a good Muslim after I get married” or “we will become good Muslims

after we have children.” They think nothing will affect their children since they are still babies.
The Shayṭān wants you to delay your goodness.
A good way to fight this is to be vigilant over all of your prayers. A prayer puts you in a schedule
of worshipping Allah
. The Prophet
said in the Sunan of al-Tirmidhi: “Shayṭān has given
up hope that the people who pray will worship him.”
A good fight for laziness is to seek refuge in Allah

from it.

“O Allah, I seek refuge in You from weakness and laziness, miserliness and cowardice, anxiety
and sorrow, and I seek refuge in You from the torments of grave, and I seek refuge in You from
the trials and tribulations of life and death.”
It is very important to say “a’udhu billahi min al-Shayṭān’l-rajim” throughout your day to ward off
laziness and other deceptions. As you are about to hit the snooze button in the morning, say
“a’udhu billahi min al-Shayṭān’l-rajim.”

Think About It




How this method of deception affects people at different levels of religiosity?
How this method of deception affects me?
What would be my personal solution?

False promises and distortion of reality
Shayṭān promises them and arouses desire in them. ut Shayṭān does not promise them except
delusion.
Sūrat’l- isā’ [
]
Breaking promises is a trait of Shayṭān.
 When a promise comes from Shayṭān, then realize that Shayṭān is deluding you.
Shayṭān may come to those not practicing Islam is to promise them that all that matters
are in the dunya or that they will find ultimate happiness only in this life.
Shayṭān may come to a religious or knowledgeable person and get them to ignore their own
problems. He will convince them to worry about other people’s problems. Shayṭān will get you
busy in other people and forget about your own issues you are going through.
Shayṭān may misrepresent a test as a punishment from Allah
. He’ll try to make you think
“nothing good happens to me, I might as well be bad for the rest of my life”
 A punishment in this life is better than the punishment in the Hereafter, and it is a good
thing.
Shayṭān may distort a person’s reality. They may have a happy life and are very sinful. Shayṭān

may say: how can Allah

be upset with you? You have so much and Allah

has blessed

you with so much. The person thinks he must be doing something right since Allah
given him so much.


has

Distortion of reality can also apply to the aspect of labels. Shayṭān will get you to label
people and write them off. For many non-Muslims, Shayṭān makes it such that when
they hear a certain word, something comes to their mind. The awliyah of Shayṭān make
this possible.

In Pakistan, when people think of religious people, they think mawlis and an immediate picture
comes to their mind of the guy who screams on the minbar and is ignorant and uneducated.
Shayṭān has deceived these people to think of religion as meaning this.


Once you label people, then you don’t have to give weight to what they are saying (or
you are saying).

When Sarah and Ibrahim were tested and the tyrant king tried to commit zina with her, he would
become paralyzed. After that, he said, “You have brought me a Shayṭān.” SubhanAllah – who is
the Shayṭān here? He put a label on her when he is actually the Shayṭān.
How this method of deception affects people at different levels of religiosity:
How this method of deception affects me:
My personal solution:

Coming as a sincere advisor
And he swore [by Allāh] to them, "Indeed, I am to you from among the sincere advisors."
Sūrat’l-A‘rāf[
]
Even the shayatin from mankind will say that it is their sincere advice but their advice is taking us
away from Allah
what people did.

. On the Day of Judgment, the Shayṭān will back off and say he is free from

If someone gives you bad advice and say “it is just my advice and you can take it or leave it,” a
person may feel guilted into taking the advice. We don’t judge advice based on guilt. We judge
it on whether or not it is correct.
Shayṭān promised Adam and Hawa that if they eat from the tree that they could live in Paradise
forever. Keep in mind it took many years of convincing, it wasn’t until he said “I swear by Allah
! I am a sincere advisor to you” that Adam and Hawa fell into the trap. The shayatin from
mankind may come from the same door and in actuality will leave us when the matter becomes
serious.
How this method of deception affects people at different levels of religiosity:

How this method of deception affects me:
My personal solution:

Fear

That is only Shayṭān who frightens [you] of his supporters. So fear them not, but fear
Me, if you are [indeed] believers.
Sūrah le-‘Imrān[
]


Fear is a tactic of Shayṭān. The most severe way that this occurs is when Shayṭān makes
you afraid of someone above Allah
minor shirk or major shirk.

and depending on the severity of that, it can be

One of the most obvious ways is Shayṭān coming to us with bodily harm or discomfort. A person
who practice Islam doesn’t may think that he cannot fast for 30 days in Ramadan.
Shayṭān may convince people that their life will become very difficult as soon as they become a
practicing Muslim or religious Muslim. People after 9/11 either came closer to Allah
farther away from him.


or

Shayṭān will often make us afraid for ourselves. You are not supposed to be afraid of
Shayṭān. At the end of the day, remember that the plots of Shayṭān are weak. Above all,
put your trust in Allah

and take Him as our Protector and Wali.

How this method of deception affects people at different levels of religiosity:
How this method of deception affects me:
My personal solution:

Coming at an individual through what they love or
desire

Anas b. Māli narrated that the rophet
said, "Paradise
has been surrounded by hardships and Hellfire has been surrounded by desires."
[al- u hāri, uslim]

Did you know that the Qari (our personal Shayṭān) knows our desires and feelings?
It is very easy to get to the Hellfire. Paradise is difficult to attain. Shayṭān will make us focus on
our desires. For example, he may get us to focus on the hardships of Islam and not the ease and
comfort that Islam provides. Islam doesn’t promise that you will always have physical ease. You
need to struggle with your desires. Islam does promise the ease of the heart and of the soul
unless you submit to Allah

.

 Love of dunya is one of the tricks of Shayṭān.
One of Shayṭān’s battlegrounds is TV (misleading/tempting advertisements). Another
battleground is in transactions, or in other words, the marketplace. A lot of evil comes about
from the marketplace. We now have access to the marketplace on our computers and phones.


Extravagance and excessiveness:

The Prophet
said, “In one’s household, there should be a bed for the man and a sleeping
place for his wife. [This means they should have a place to lay down and go to sleep]. The third
sleeping place should be for the guest. The fourth sleeping place is for al-Shayṭān.” What does
this have to do with extravagance and excessiveness? Some people may have many extra rooms
in their house for no reason. Excessiveness opens the door for Shayṭān to come in.
Al Israa v. 17: People who are wasteful are most certainly brothers for the shayatin.


In the quest for fulfilling our desires, we sometimes compromise our Islam.

How this method of deception affects people at different levels of religiosity:
How this method of deception affects me:
My personal solution:

Causing doubts

he essenger of Allāh ( allallāhu ‘alayhi wa sallam) said, “ he Shayṭān comes to one of you
and says, ‘ ho created such-and-such? Who created such-and-such ’ Until he says, ‘ ho has
created your Lord ’ So if he brings you to this [nature of questioning], one should see refuge in
Allāh and give up such thoughts.”
[al- u hāri]
Shayṭān comes to us with a line of questioning, as for atheists, they force these thoughts down
your throat.
Sometimes, these lines of questioning come in Philosophy class, but subhan Allah, who told you

to study that and put yourself in that position/risk? What happens in these lines of questioning is
that Shayṭān convinces us to put aql over naql (logic over revelation). Shayṭān is actually the first
one who gave preference in logic over revelation, insisting that he is the superior creation since
he is made out of fire and Adam is made from clay (later on we will see even that even the logic
of fire being better than clay is wrong).


The Prophet
refuge in Allah

is telling us that if this line of questioning comes to us, then seek
.

How this method of deception affects people at different levels of religiosity:
How this method of deception affects me:
My personal solution:

Alcohol, games of chance, idols and divining
arrows

O you who have believed, indeed, intoxicants, gambling, [sacrificing on] stone alters [to other
than Allāh], and divining arrows are but defilement from the wor of Shayṭān, so avoid it that
you may be successful. Shayṭān only wants to cause between you animosity and hatred through
into icants and gambling and to avert you from the remembrance of Allāh and from prayer. So
will you not desist?
Sūrat’l- ā’idah[
-91]
We know the ills that come in society because of alcohol and gambling. Some scholars add the
music industry to this and say these are the tools of Shayṭān to cause animosity and dissension
between people and make society suffer. They said part of the voice of Shayṭān is music. Look
at the amount of sin that comes from music. Have you read the lyrics of these songs? So many
evil messages get passed to us through music.


Shayṭān will attach nice things to evil things. Music is something is very addictive and
affects the brain. Music is like mango lassi/kashmiri tea/sushi where until you have
enough, your brain accepts it.

When a new habit is introduced to us, there is a pathway that gets created in the brain. Initially
it may be very weak. The more you are exposed to it, the pathway becomes stronger until you
become used to it.

A solution is to make habits out of obedience to Allah
habit.


We want to die and meet Allah
lyrics.

. Make dhikr a habit. Make salah a

with dhikr moist on our tongue, not some dirty

How this method of deception affects people at different levels of religiosity:
How this method of deception affects me:
My personal solution:

The step-by-step process

O you who have believed, do not follow the footsteps of Shayṭān. And whoever follows the
footsteps of Shayṭān - indeed, he enjoins immorality and wrongdoing.
Sūrat’l- ūr[
]


The Shayṭān uses a step-by-step process. He won’t come directly to a pious person and
tell him to commit adultery or shirk or drink alcohol. An example is the story of the
people of Nuh and how they came to shirk. Shayṭān may start with doing something that
doesn’t seem like that big a deal.

Some example of this in real life is online chatting.
For example :) turns into ;) or <3 to hows your day babe
For example a brother saying “ma sha Allah <3” on a girls new selfie
Sometimes things like this can happen in the MSA
For example, from sitting next to each other to conversing comfortably on a daily basis to being
ok with physical playful touch. Stay away from doubtful situations, and when speaking with the
opposite gender, keep your limits and its best not to talk beyond the necessary. And remember,
guys and girls can never be just friends, no matter how many girls believe that, most guys will
never take it as simply innocently being “just friends”.
How this method of deception affects people at different levels of religiosity:
How this method of deception affects me:
My personal solution:

Haste

"Haste comes from Shayṭān."
[al-Tirmidhi]
Some scholars considered this hadith weak. From Shaykh Saad’s research, it seems that this
hadith is sahih. And Allah


knows best.

Haste is not always a bad thing (ex. tawbah), but in certain contexts, it is bad.

Example: Rushing to conclusions about other people.
Example: Rushing into anger: if a person calms down and steps back and thinks about the
situation, they likely won’t get angry.


The Prophet
taught us to pray istikharah for small and big matters (istikhara is not
just for marriage). Istikharah prevents us from rushing into matters.

How this method of deception affects people at different levels of religiosity:
How this method of deception affects me:
My personal solution:

Delusions of grandeur (Arrogance)

The Prophet
said, “ he one who has in their heart a mustard seed of arrogance will not
enter Paradise.” A man as ed, “ hat if it pleases me that my clothes be nice and my shoes be
nice ” he rophet
said, “Verily Allāh is eautiful and He loves beauty. Arrogance is
disdaining the truth and contempt for people.”
[Muslim]
One of the first sins was arrogance and jealousy. They are closely linked together, which makes it

so dangerous. Iblis likes to inspire arrogance in other people. Some of the worst people in
history have a trait of being arrogant.


Shayṭān may come to a person of knowledge and make him shy to say Allahu A’lam.
Humbleness is a sign of a person’s knowledge and fights against arrogance.

Arrogance may lead a person to persist in a sin. Some of the Rabbis from The Prophet  time did
not accept him as a prophet since his lineage was Arab and not Jewish. (Although they knew he
was a prophet from their scriptures.)


The solution to this is that a person constantly seeks the forgiveness of Allah  even if
they think there is nothing to seek forgiveness for. The Prophet  was the best of
creation and his past and future sins were forgiven and he would say astaghfirullah daily.

How this method of deception affects people at different levels of religiosity:
How this method of deception affects me:
My personal solution:

Jealousy and envy

When they said, "Joseph and his brother are more beloved to our father than we, while we are a
clan. Indeed, our father is in clear error. Kill Joseph or cast him out to [another] land; the
countenance of your father will [then] be only for you, and you will be after that a righteous
people."
SūrahYūsuf[
-9]
The brothers of Yusuf were jealous and it led them to transgress. Jealousy and envy are closely
linked. The difference is that envy is when you are jealous and at the same time you want the
blessing of that other person away from them. Jealousy often leads to envy. It also leads to
arrogance.


Ibn Taymiyyah said that everyone is afflicted by jealousy except that people with iman
will learn to control it to deal with it properly.

How this method of deception affects people at different levels of religiosity:
How this method of deception affects me:
My personal solution:

Bad assumptions

O you who have believed, avoid much [negative] assumption. Indeed, some assumption is sin...
Sūrat’l- ujurāt[
]


Bad assumptions about people are one of the main tricks of Shayṭān. Many times in
conflict, Shayṭān will come to you and remind you of something someone has done.
Shayṭān will keep reminding you because he knows that if he keeps reminding you of
how you have been wronged, the resentment and anger will grow.

Su al-dhann is a way to start conflict and keep the conflict going. If you want to put an end to a
conflict, then assume the best. Husn’l-dhann stops a lot of conflict from occurring in the first
place. Do your best to give people the benefit of the doubt. Do not dwell on a person’s fault and
weakness – for every one thing you don’t like about a person, find 10 things that you do like
about them.


The narration about Safiyyah when she exited the masjid: The Prophet
said, “You
may not assume that, but indeed Shayṭān flows through your body like blood through
the veins.”
If people may make bad assumptions about the best of creation, then what about us?
Shayṭān will make you focus on people’s faults and weaknesses and make you look at them like
there’s no hope for them. However, that just forms our arrogance. We can never guarantee we
are better off than them, because if Allah

wills for that person to convert or be guided, then

they may be a better person than us. We never know who Allah

will raise up.

How this method of deception affects people at different levels of religiosity:
How this method of deception affects me:
My personal solution:

Self-Reliance

No! [But] indeed, man transgresses. Because he sees himself self-sufficient.
Sūrat’l-‘Alaq[
-7]



Shayṭān will get us to believe that everything happens because of ourselves and that
there is no need for Allah

.

In the Qur’an, Qarun says; “This wealth and power I’ve been given is because of my own
knowledge and accomplishments.”


A solution to this is always reminding yourself that Allah

has given you everything

and can take it away at any moment. Remember that everything comes from Allah
and returns to Allah

. Inna lillahi wa inna ilayhi raji’un.

How this method of deception affects people at different levels of religiosity:
How this method of deception affects me:
My personal solution:

Hate

n the authority of ābir who said “I heard the essenger of Allāh ( allallāhu ‘alayhi wa sallam)
say, ‘Certainly the Shayṭān has lost hope that he would be worshiped by the worshippers in the
peninsula of Arabia, but he [is hopeful] in that he can sow seeds of dissension amongst them.’”
[Muslim]
When a person prays, Shayṭān has given up hope that the person will worship him. Shayṭān tries
to get to this person by causing dissension between people. The number one problem in the
masjid is conflict in the masjid.


Hate is so powerful and such an effective tool of Shayṭān because once you hate
someone, then you will not pay attention to anything they have to say, even if it is
something good. Once hate develops, everything else seems bad.

Hate and Love are extremes that Shayṭān plays with.
How this method of deception affects people at different levels of religiosity:
How this method of deception affects me:
My personal solution:

Ungratefulness

And if We give man a taste of mercy from Us and then We withdraw it from him, indeed, he is
despairing and ungrateful.
SūrahHūd[
]
This is one reason why Shayṭān will always get us to look at people who have more than us. The
Prophet
instructed us to look at those who have less than us in dunya and more than us in
piety. It was a big part of the Sunnah to be thankful and grateful. In Sahih Muslim: The Prophet
prayed at the night and his feet swelled and he said, “Shall I not be a thankful servant?”


Iblis was ungrateful. It wasn’t enough for him that Allah
brought him up to the
heavens and raised him above the other jinn, but he wanted to be above Adam as well.



Don’t look at people who are above you in worldly things, rather, look at those who have
more than you in deen.

How this method of deception affects people at different levels of religiosity:
How this method of deception affects me:
My personal solution:

Anger

n the authority of Sulaymān b. urad who said “ hile I was sitting in the company of the
Prophet  [we saw] two men berating each other and the face of one of them became red with
anger, and his jugular vein swelled. On that the Prophet
said, ‘I now a word, if he were to
say it, what he has would go away. If he were to say I see refuge in Allāh from Shayṭān.’”
[al- u hāri]


Anger is a very strong tool of Shayṭān. It is similar to the issue of alcohol and
drunkenness. People will do things while drunk which they will likely regret. When a

person is really angry and loses it or flips out, if you were to record him and show it to
him when he is calm, in most cases people would say, “I don’t what came over me. I
don’t know why I reacted like that.” That was the influence of Shayṭān.
The Prophet
said that when a person feels anger, if he is standing, he should sit and if he is
sitting then he should lay down and some scholars said to go make wudu.


So much evil comes from the door of anger. When we open the door of anger, we will
soon see the door of regret.

How this method of deception affects people at different levels of religiosity:
How this method of deception affects me:
My personal solution:

Isolation

And hold firmly to the rope of Allāh all together and do not become divided.
Sūrah le-‘Imrān[
]


Especially for people dealing with low Iman, Shayṭān will convince them that they need
to be by themselves and spend time on themselves. When you isolate yourself, you
isolate yourself from goodness and open up the door for Shayṭān.

The Prophet
said, “I urge you to stick to the jama’ah and I caution you of isolation. Shayṭān
is with the person who stays by himself. When a person is with a second person, then Shayṭān is
further away from the two.”
[al-Tirmidhi]
 The more people you add, the further away Shayṭān gets. This is why so much of our
religion is about the jama’ah. We are the people of the sunnah and the jama’ah.


When you are isolated, it is very easy to lose track of what is happening around you and
to lose hope.

Shayṭān may come to you and make you think twice about going to the masjid if people are
judgmental there, but it shouldn’t lead us to isolate ourselves from the masjid. There are
aspects of the masjid which are very important.
How this method of deception affects people at different levels of religiosity:

How this method of deception affects me:
My personal solution:

Losing hope

Surat’l-Zumar [39:53]

Allah

If Shayṭān can get you to lose hope, then he has won. Iblis has no hope.
forgives all sins as long as you don’t die upon it. The Shayṭān loves to convince a

person that there is no hope for them and that they are not good enough to worship Allah

.

A person may try to take a few steps to Allah
, and Shayṭān will say, “You are not worthy.
How dare you! Didn’t you commit this sin?”
Example: A person going to a masjid, Shayṭān may say to them “How dare you go to the masjid
when you partied last night”


Shayṭān wants that you give up hope in the Mercy of Allah

.

Abu Sa’id al-Khudri narrates in the Musnad of Imam Ahmad that the Prophet
said, “Iblis said,
‘I swear by Your Honor, my Lord, that as long as Your servants have souls in their bodies, I will
continue to mislead them.’ Allah
seek My forgiveness.’”


said, ‘I will continue to forgive my servants as long as they

Shayṭān will continue to misguide people and will succeed. We all make mistakes and it
is bound to happen, but Allah
forgiveness.

will continue to forgive us as long as we seek His

One of the best ways to protect yourself from the traps and tricks of Shayṭān is to constantly
seek forgiveness of Allah

.

Chapter 8: 24-Hour
Security & Protection
Protection from Shayṭān and the
shayāṭīn:
Protection with the Qur’ān
Saying “Aʿūdhu billāhi min’l-shayṭān’l-rajīm”

And if there comes to you from Shayṭān an evil suggestion, then see refuge in Allāh. Indeed, He
is the Hearing, the Knowing.
S ū r a h u i l a t [ 4 1 : 36]


This is one of the most powerful things you can do to protect yourself from the influence
of the Shayṭān.

Reciting the Muʿawwidhatayn (the last two
chapters of the Qur’ān: al-Falaq and al-Nās)

It was narrated that Abu Sa‘īd al-Khudri (may Allāh be pleased with him) said " he essenger of
Allāh ( allallāhu ‘alayhi wa sallam) used to see refuge in Allāh from the jinn and from the evil
eye until the Mu‘awwidhatayn were revealed, and when they were revealed he started to recite
them and not anything else."
[al-Tirmidhi,al- asā’i,Ibn ājah]



These were given to the Prophet  to protect / cure himself of the influences of magic
and Shayṭān.

Reciting Āyat’l-Kursi
Narration of Abu Hurayrah.
Abu Hurayrah (raḍyAllāhu ‘anhu) narrates “ he essenger of Allāh  put me in charge of
guarding the charity of Ramaḍān. Someone came to me and started grabbing handfuls of the
food. I took hold of him and said, ‘I will ta e you to the essenger of Allāh ( allallāhu ‘alayhi wa
sallam).’ He said, ‘I will teach you some words by means of which Allāh will benefit you.’ I said,
‘ hat are they ’ He said, ‘ hen you go to your bed, recite āyat’l-kursi Allāh will appoint a guard
for you who will stay with you and no shayṭān will come near you until morning.’ he essenger
of Allāh ( allallāhu ‘alayhi wa sallam) as ed me, ‘ hat did your prisoner do last night ’ I said, ‘
essenger of Allāh, he taught me something and claimed that Allāh would benefit me by it.’ He
said, ‘ hat was it ’ I said, ‘He taught me to recite āyat’l-kursi when I go to bed and said that no
shayṭān would come near me until morning and that Allāh would appoint a guard for me who
would stay with me.’ he rophet
liar. That was a shayṭān.’”

said, ‘He told you the truth, although he is an inveterate

From this narration, we learn the following:
 The shayatin can take human form
 The general habit of the shayatin is that they will lie; however, it is possible that




truth may come out, but we don’t have the Prophet  to tell us the difference
between a truth and a lie.
Ayat’l-kursi is a protection from us at night time if we recite it then.
The shayatin may be seen in a human form.

Reciting Sūrat’l-Baqarah

It was narrated from Abu Hurayrah that the essenger of Allāh ( allallāhu ‘alayhi wa sallam)
said: "Do not make your houses like graves, for the Shayṭān runs away from a house in which
Sūrat’l-Baqarah is recited."
[Muslim]



When we go to graves, we won’t be able to recite Surat’l-Baqarah. Therefore, recite
Surat’l-Baqarah to make sure your houses are not like graves.
If you ever feel like there is a jinn or something strange in the house, then recite Surat’l-

Baqarah or at the very least recite the last two ayahs of it.

Reciting the last two verses of Sūrat’l-Baqarah
It was narrated that Abu as‘ūd al-An āri said " he essenger of Allāh ( allallāhu ‘alayhi wa
sallam) said ‘ hoever recites the last two verses of Sūrat’l-Baqarah at night, that will suffice
him.’"
[al- u hāri, uslim]
It was narrated from al- u‘mān b. ashīr (may Allāh be pleased with him) that the Prophet 
said "Allāh inscribed a boo two thousand years before He created the heavens and the earth,
from which the last two āyahs of Sūrat’l-Baqarah were revealed. If they are recited for three
nights, no shayṭān will remain in the house."
[Tirmidhi]

The Qurʿān as a whole
Abu Hurayrah (may Allāh be pleased with him) said "Indeed the home becomes spacious for its
inhabitants, and the Angels visit it and the shayāṭīn abandon it, and its goodness is increased if
the Qur’ān is recited in it. And indeed the home becomes narrow and restricted upon its
inhabitants, and the Angels abandon it and the shayāṭīn visit it, and its goodness is decreased if
the Qur’ān is not recited in it."
[al-Dārimi]


Make the Qur’an part of your daily life even if it is just reciting a few ayat daily.

Non-time-specific Duʿā’s for Protection from
Shayṭān and the Shayāṭīn


You can find more du’as in the Fortress of the Muslim. Every Muslims should own a copy!

Khālid b. al- alīd said to the essenger of Allāh ( allallāhu ‘alayhi wa sallam), "I have
nightmares." he essenger of Allāh ( allallāhu ‘alayhi wa sallam) said to him, "Say, 'I seek
refuge with the complete words of Allāh from His anger and His punishment and the evil of His

slaves, and from the evil suggestions of the shayāṭīn and from their being present (at death).'"
[Muwaṭṭā’ofImām āli ]

‘Abdu’l-Ra mān b. Khanbash narrates that the rophet  said, " ibrīl came to me and said, '
Mu ammad, say! ' I said, 'What should I say?' He said, 'Say: "I seek refuge in the complete,
perfect words of Allāh, which no righteous one nor wicked one can exceed, from the evil of what
He has created, and from the evil of what descends from the heavens, and from the evil of what
ascends to them, and from the evil of what is sown in the earth and is created, and from the evil
of what comes out from it, and from the evil of the tribulations of the night and the day, and
from the evil of everyone who comes knocking, except for the one who comes knocking with
khayr, O Merciful One!"'"
[A mad]

Allāh's essenger ( allallāhu ‘alayhi wa sallam) said, "If one says one hundred times in one day:
' one has the right to be worshipped but Allāh, the Alone ho has no partners, to Him belongs
Dominion and to Him belong all the Praises, and He has power over all things (i.e. Omnipotent),'
one will get the reward of manumitting ten slaves, and one hundred good deeds will be written
in his account, and one hundred bad deeds will be wiped off or erased from his account, and on
that day he will be protected from the morning till evening from Shayṭān, and nobody will be
superior to him except one who has done more than that which he has done."
[al- u hāri]

Time-specific Duʿā’s for your whole day










Morning and Evening
Before sleeping
When waking up
Entering and leaving the bathroom
Dressing and undressing
Before and after eating
Marital relations
Exiting and entering the house
Traveling

Fighting Shayṭān is a daily battle, not few day seminar or a weekend reading. The
struggle won’t end until the soul has left the body. Until our last breath, take Shayṭān
as our enemy, which means that you fight Shayṭān.

